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FOREWORD
, '

Beyond the general constraints on trade and competitiveness affecting nearly all developing countries,
a special class of concerns applies more specifically to the so-called Small and Vulnerable Economies
(SVEs). Small economies usually depend more on international trade than other countries and are
more exposed to risks resulting from trade-related external shocks. In addition, many of them have
encountered disasters related to natural hazards with increasing frequency and impact.

In fact, In the case of small countries, the impacts of these events may be of significant magnitude
relative to the size of their economies. The large-scale discontinuities that such events may cause can
lead to instantaneous losses of competitiveness that may prove difficult for the affected country to
recover from. To ensure that their long-term development paths are sustainable, small and vulnerable,
countries must implement both appropriate competitiveness policies aimed at medium- and long-
term goals, and policy systems- able to manage the risks presented by riatural hazards and other
"external shocks".

The special circumstances of SVEs,.in particular their needs for special support, were recognizedin
, paragraph 35,of the Doha Declaration, Jn which specific considerations on Special and Differential
Treatment (S&DT) were made in favour of these countries.

However, if Special and Differential Treatment isle) be effective in meeting the challenges of
competitiveness and vulnerability of the SVEs, they must have the' opportunity to put appropriate
policies in place. This involves discussing whether the revision of S&DT mandated in Doha=expressed '
both 'in paragraphs 35 and 44 ofthe Ministerial Declaration-should be limited to extending the time.

, periods for compliance and giving effective support for institutional adaptation. Another consideration
. is to adopt a differentvision, involving sufficient flexibilities and the use of resources for development
support that the countries may need to implement active supply-side policies.

This paper' condenses tlie results of the. exercises undertaken between 2004 and 2006 by ICTSD on
small and vulnerable economies, as part of.,its project-on a Situational Approach to S&:DT(SA). From ..
the outset, the: project sought to' identtfy circumstances in relevant areas of trade and development
'policies, one of which is obviously competitiveness and vulnerability of SVEs, rather than to attach
S&DT provisions to country categories. The SAsets out to achieve two goals. The first is guaranteeing
access by all developing countries andLDCs to a set of basic SftDT benefits: their respective S&DT
acquis and the improvements to it that result from the Doha-mandated review. The, second is to.
create additional SftDT benefits based o,n specific development situations.

The situations studied on 'economic vulnerability, remoteness' and size of the economy do not imply
that countries belonging to the SIDSor landlocked groups should necessarily .be treated differently
- in terms of flexibilities to implement competitiveness policies - from other developing countries that
face severe constraints on their competitiveness. Rather, a developing country that simultaneously- .. . .

meets two or more of the three tr.aits mentioned - smallness, vulnerability or remoteness - would
receive treatment designed to help it overcome the specific negative effects associated with those
constraints, additional to and different from S&DT to address the' problems of competitiveness involved
in other development situations, which are also briefly presented in this paper.

Ricardo ,Melendez-Ortiz
, Chief Executive, ICTSD

i, I
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
, The unique challenges of small countries have' been for, many years the subject of international '

). . -,.,.,',

consideration ,in several fora. In the United Nations, fqr example, a grouping of countries calling
themselves the Small Island Developing States (SIDS)have for decades been advancing their interests
in International negotiations. The su~cessful', representation of their characteristics in i~ternati~nal

, political and environmental fora was one of the reasons a group of former British colonies approached,
the Commonwealth Secretariatin 1997 and asked them, to examine the economic and trade-related
problems of small economies. The' resulting paper, which was published, in 2000, 'examines the
problems of Commonwe~lth countries with populations, smaller than 1.5millio~,' and concludes that
they-have particular economic' development challenges that could be addressed by special trade rules,

, A group of WTO Members, fuelled by this/finding and their belief thaUhey faced different conditions
, that demanded different trade rules, thus pushed for a recognition of their interests at the Second
,Ministerial Conference of, the WTO in Geneva in 1998, action at the 'Seattle Ministerial Conference,. . . .

and finally at the Doha Minist~rial Conference in 2001 the-paragraph 35 mandate was agreed to.. , . .

The Doha text, however, does not specifywhich countries would 'be the beneficiaries of this special
treatment.Jn fact, it goes so far as to say explicitly that the o,utco,me of the negotiations was not to
be the creation of a sub-category of WTO Members. This reflected. the. concerns of the majority o!
developing countries ,that further differentiation amongst the membership of the organisation would
be contrary to their interests. In,the five years of negotiations that have ensued since the adoption of

, this mandate, these concerns have resurfaced as many times as the proponents of special treatment
for Small and Vulnerable Economies (SVEs) have .exptored ways of ,identifying targeted .rules .that

. deliver the needed flexibilities: '
\ . . ,.,~ .,,; .. . . .

More than three years after the negotiations had been initiated, a proposal from the proponents of the
SVEprogramme (P?VEs) gained relatively wide support from the WTQ Membership. According to the
approach, any WTO Member whose share of world mercharidise, agriculture and ,NAMAtrade was below
a specified threshold would be allowed to access a special set of rules that would involve, amongst '
other elements, ,lower ~ariff reduction commitments and greater ability to use other ftexibiltties from
the rules. While this so-called "charactertstic-based approach" had been in discussion amongst the
SVEproponents for OVer two years, .it represents one of thefirst times that the WTO Membership has
supportedtriggering Special and 'Differential Treatme~t (S&~r) through the satisfaction of a statistical
requirement, rather than targeting S&DT at the traditional categorfes of, developed, developing or
least-Developed Country (LDC)'Member.

The fundamental purpose of the "characteristic-based approach" is very similar to, that of the
Situational Approach to S&DT i'n which' the ICTSDhas been working since year 2004. The main rationale
in the two approaches is responding to special development needs that certain .developing countries
or LDCsmay have as part of the circumstances they ~xperience. '

\

In the first quarter of 2004 the ICTSDh~d started' exploring the.Situational Approach within its project
designated "Speciat and Differential Treatment: Policy, Research and Cansultation~ for the WTO
Negotiations", as a contribution to' breaking. the stalemate of the 'negotiations on 5&DT that were
'takIng place in the, Committee on Tr~de and Development. From its outset the initiative entailed
i'dentifyihg circu~stances' in relevant 'areas of development instead of attaching' S&DT',provisions to
country .categories, and was supported by extensive consultations 'with developing and -devetoped
countries' delegates. The main outcome ~f the Project, the proposal of a "Situational.Approach to

'. • • I

S&DT", trnpttes a comprehensive agreement on special and differential treatment. ~ "

. This paper addresses the tssues of S&Di' for small and vulnerable countries from the perspective of '
, the Situational Approach. Chapter 1 briefly discusses the framework in which the ICTSD studies on
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competitiveness and vulnerability were conducted, introducing the fundamentals of the Situational
Approach and the Trade-supported Strategies for Sustainable Oevelopment. Chapter 2 summarizes the
process of negotiations that have taken place on S&OT for small and Vulnerable countries according
to the Doha mandate, highlighting the "Characteristics Approach" that the] proponents devised in the
negotiations and itssirriilarities with the situational Approach. Finally, Chapter 3 presents the most
important findings, and conclusions of the studies conducted by ICTsb on the vulnerability of small
economies, as well as on competitiveness situations which affect many developing countries, including
the SVEs. It includes a discussion on the extent to which the SVEsconform a group of countries that
have relevant common features in terms of development and trade, as well as ideas on how to best
define the lists .of countries that should have access to additional benefits in the SItuations-based. , ,

S&OT, and the kinds of such additional benefits. Filially, this chapter also presents recommendations
on further research that should be undertaken on the issues of vulnerability, competitiveness and
trade-supported strategies for sustainable development.

A Situational Approach, to make SaDT ali, instrument for development in the multilateral trade
system

" The Situational Approach 'aims toshoreup developing countries, by means of 5&01; to implement
trade-supported strategies for development in the economic; social and environmental dimensions,'
involving competitiveness polities and measures to address their vulrierability problems, amongst
other. Clearly not all problems of development can be salved by competitiveness policies, which are
mainly economic in nature, but these policies, may be instrumental - if so designed - in promoting:
sustainable development in its three' spheres. In order to play this role in developing countries,
variousfundamental sets of economic, social and environmental goals must be addressed by national
competitiveness policies, which in turn should be supported by S&OT flexibilities.

The first and the second sets of goals are economic in essence. The first consists of securing conditions
for achieving effective market access and fair treatment for the country's exports, for which market-
access S&OT may be useful. This set of goals is very important, 'but not the only one and certainly
not the most important from the long-term perspective of developmeht in economic, social and
environmental terms. The second set is to help the country derive sustained economic growth' from
international competition, while at the same time achieving a capacity to internally amplify the effects
of that growth in terms, of productivity increases, more and 'better jobs and income improvements
f()rever-greate~ proportions of the population, which implies combining a strategy for technological
learning and innovation; and a strategy for creating inter~sectoral cornplernentartties and linkages.
Suppty-side policies involved may have to be supported by S&OT flexibilities in rules.

Equity goals of a competitiveness policy can also be supported by means of S&OT. The connections
between equity goals and economic policies are very important for the sustainability of development
'in the majority of developing countries, where social exclusion and polarization are partially rooted
in the inability of the "modern economy" to provide jobs and 'sources of income for a substantial part
of the population. S&OT flexlbitities may enable implementing policies that contribute towards equity
, goals, through the effectson employment and income that may result of combining the strategies for
innovation and linkages already mentioned, and through the effects of~ strategy for human capital
and social capital formation. '

Positive environmental impacts may indirectly derive from the economic effects of a competitiveness
policy. However, fostering direct environmental benefits in developing countries is necessary, and may
be made feasible if S&OT flexibilities are granted to implement certain supply-side policies. Amongst
the objectives of these policies we can mention the reversal of current trends towards increased
developing countries' specialization in exports of goods; the improvement ofenergy efficiency and the
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gradual shift towards sustainable energy sources; the strengthening of their competitive advantages
based on a sustainable use of their bio-diversity bases; andaddressing compliance with environmental
standards to secure access for their exports to many markets:

, The occurrenc~ of- external shocks and disasters" which increasingly affect developing countries,
, warrants a final consideration on the sustainability of their, long-term development paths. To ensure
that the long-term path is sustainable, it is not only necessary to implement the appropriate trade-
supported strategies aiming at inedium and-tong-standing sustainable development goals; there is
also aneed for policy management that, is aware of the risks of- disasters involving natural phenomena
arid of those relating to other "external shocks". Therefore, the Sttuations-based S&OT should help
'developing c~untries to overcome the constraints that result from their ~l,Ilnerabilityto the twokinds
of events mentioned. In particular, the situations experienced by small and vulnerable developing
economies may not 'he resolved without far-reaching action of two' types, which the Situations-
based S&OT should help to undertake. Firstly, own action through policies to develop production
and competitiveness, such' as those mentioned when referring to the trade-supported strategies for
sustainable development. Secondly, international cooperation goirig beyond immediate aid after
disasters and taking a form that is not a burden on those ec<:>nomi~s.

Access of small and vulnerable countries to S&OT benefits tn the Situational Approach

Regarding access to S&D1 benefits by developing countries and LOCs, the Situational Approach is
conceived on two main bases. Its implementation involves adjustingthestructure of the S&OTsystern..
for-which tw~ components are proposed ..

S&OT Benefits In The Situational Approach: Bases For Accessing The Benefits, 'And Components
,Of The Implementation , '

TheBases: Generalised accessto S&OT

The first ba~is is that all developing countries and LOCsshould have access to a set of basic S&01.
benefits, 'which would include all the 5&OT provisions they currently benefit from, based on the-. , , ' . -, ' '

two' pre-existing country categories, and to the .improvements resulting from the revision of the
respective acquis that they would negotiate under the 00haMandate1• Adopting the first basis of the
Situati~nal Approach implies ruling ~ut any further diff~rentiation amongst developing countries as

. . ' . . - . . ,.
aprecondition for improving S&OT. '

,The ,seco~d basis is that additional. SaOT benefits should be 'created in order to contribute to
solving speclfic Development Situations, All LOCswould be granted these additional benefits,
and all. developing countries would have access to them in the measure in which they effectively
experience such situations.

Th~ components in the implementation -

The first component of the proposal consistsof a general set of principles, rules and measures that
'WOuld constitute the structure of the S&OTsystem (i.e. would support a system based on both bask
and ~dditionalS&DT benefits); andwould facilitateriegotiating the improvement of the respective
acquis of devetoping countries and LDes in agreement with the Doha Mandate. - '. , . . ~:

:' . :' "

, 'The second component consists of the additional 5&DT'benefits that ~ould be created _according
to the second basis; i.e. responding to development needs specific to cert~in Development
Situations. '
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According to the above explained bases, small and vulnerable countries may have access to the
additional benefits of various situations, some of them focused on competitiveness constraints, which
they may share with many other developing countries, and some others focused on vulnerability
problems, in' which the SVEsare unique. An interesting finding of the studies conducted is that a large
proportion of small and vulnerable countries, i.e. small countries that are highly vulnerable (SVE
situation), and circumstances of smallness and remoteness (SREsituation) are also included in the
lists of Competitiveness Situations COM-1, referred to economic problems frequently faced by weak
economies in-the process of joining the 'international economy, and COM-3, referred to economies that
have tried to change their export specializations into manufactures but feature important deficiencies
in internal linkages, and technological' capabilities. This means that small and vulnerable countries

, should have access not only to the respective additional benefits of the SVEand SREsituations" but
also to those associated to the two mentioned cornpetttiveness situations.

The initial negotiations on SVEs
, . .

The Doha Declaration gave the General Council responsibility for the carrying out of the SVEmandate. '
After several consultations, WTO Members agreed to a framework to carry out negotiations i[l March
2002. The framework, based on revisions to a draft tabled bythe proponents of the SVEwork programme
, (the PSVEs); calls for the Committee on Trade and Development to be responsible for the SVE'work
programme, to regularly report to the GeileralCouncil on progress, and to' hold dedicated s~ssions of' .
-the Committee on' Trade and Development ((TO-OS) on the' mandate under the Chairmanship of the
Chair' of the CTD,.The framework also calls for the Secretariat to undertake studies on impact of WTO

, rules on Small Economies; on the constraints faced by Small Economies; 'and on the effects of Trade
Liberalization on Small Economies.

The' PSVEshave also made submissions; and engaged in talks, in the negotiating groups on Non-
Agricultural Market Access (NAMA), agriculture, services, rules (on fisheries and on subsidies and
countervailing measures), ,trade facilitation and the working party on domestic regulation. While
they have been very active in the NAMA negotiating group, there has been relatively 'less progress
on their proposals in the other negotiating groups. In the NAMA and agriculture groups they have
• I', .' .' r.· \ .",. .

.called for SVEs,to be exempted from the obligation to reduce tariffs according to the formula being
negotiated for other WTO'Members. Instead, they have called f~r smaller cuts to their tariffs. In the
other negotiating areas, and for special products in the agriculture' negotiations, they have asked for
special flexibHities to the rules to accommodate their particular situation. ' ,

Successive documents on the relationships between smallness and vulnerability or the need for saDT
were tabled by the P?VEsand individual countries, between April 2002 and November 2004, facing
the permanent opposition of the US,and Chile, the frequent antagonism of several Latin-American
countries and other large developing countries, and the occasional -although strong- disagreement
of Canada, New Zealand and Japan. The most emphasized and repeated arguments of the opponents
related to what they defined as proposals that lead to creating new categories of developing countries
in the WTO, which contradicts the Doha mandate on SVEs.

In the initial documents, the PSVEsmentioned a list of features characterizing and adversely affecting
small economies' trade and development status. At the same time; the 'PSVEssuggested that they

. . ',.' 7 .' .

have very limited trade policy-making capacity which adversely impacts on their ability to promote
and defend their interests at the WTO, and advanced concrete proposals for SaOT in specific WTO '
Agreements, along with explanations of why they are necessary to address the needs of SVEs. The
needs and characteristics of landlocked countries were also introduced and discussed by the end of
2003, and concrete proposals aimed at addressing their concerns were introduced in May 2004.



· A review of the literature on small economies was presented by the WTOSecretariat at an informal
meeting of the CTO-OS,and two additional.reports were presented by the Secretariat attempting to
providemore analytical, depth on the relationship between smallness and key economic indicators;. . .

. . '~.. ICTSD'Prpgramme'on Competitiveness, and Sustainable Development "---....:.---'---'-----1

'and to compile' some provisions that could be' of interest to or 'impact small economies ..

In the 'eighth session ~f the CTO-OS~~n3'November 2004, the PSVEssaid they were happy with the
mention given to the SVEmandate in the WTO'General Council decision on 1 August 2004 (the July
Package, WT/L/579).2 In' reaction to earlier questions about the need for special rules for SVEs,which
was linkedtothe issueof whetherSVEs were "unique", the PSYEsnoted that it was a combination of
the disadvantages and the inability to deal with them that made small economies worthy of special
consideration. Reportedly, at this time the PSVEsbegan to consider the use of a "characteristic-
·specific" approach to linkthe needs -of small econorriies with special rules at the mo. Although they.
hoped .thiswould enable them to sur~ount the ban on the, creation of a sub-category, there was little
clarity at this time on how such an approach would be operationalised.'

.: Turning points in the negotiations, the "Characteristics" and the "Two-tracks" approaches 'of SVEs
. ~

A major turning point in the 'negotiation~ carne on 25 January 2005, when the CTO-OSChair tabled a
new approach t~thenegotiations'tn an informal meeting ofthe group. The Chair's approach essentially
refrarnedthe process to be used by the group to address the paragraph 35 mandate. The Chair
proposed a new three-step process, namely (1) consideration of the use of characteristics to identify
What can be accepted as small, vulnerable economies; (2) the consideration of the trade-related
problems that.could reasonably be attributed to those charaCteristics; and (3) framing responses to .
those trade-related problems that-these countries could use. ., . - .. . f

By making explicit mention qf' the importance of identifying the "characteristics" of SVEs, the PSVEs
thus intended to try to address the concerns raised in previous sessions by developed.countries such

· ,as the US, Canada and EU regarding how the new rules would be applied only to SVEs. By defining the
characteristics and problems of SYEs, and linking them to solutions, they hoped it would strengthen
the perceived link between the new rules and the concrete needs of SVEsthat arose owing to their

, particular "situation;' or "characteristics", and also possibly give a concrete tool for triggering
eligibility for the new rules. Still, in so doing, they elicited a backlash from large developing countries,
Who questioned th~ uniqueness of the SVE's'situation as a result of fears that such, a definition of
uniqueness, triggered through characteristics, Would, exclude their relatively large economies from
'S&'OTthat had hitherto been shared amongst all developing countries,

However, Members agreed to move forward by taking up steps one 'and twosimultan~Oljsly, and the'n
move on to the framing of systemic responses. Onthe heels 6f the mention of theSvf mandate in the
July Package, the new three-step process injected new energy into the negotiations and launched a .

· new, mor~ intensive phase of the talks .

.In another major turning point-in the negotiations, on 29 July the PSVEsissued a pressrelease saying
· that they -would be pursuing a· two-track. approach to the negotiations according to which they
would be making proposals on how toaddress their particular problems dtrecttytn the relevant WTO

· negotiating group, while the CTO-OS.wou.l<;lmonitor the, progress 'of these proposals. Noting once
· againthat "no one characteristic and problembyitself" was unique to SVEs, the proposal nonetheless
emphasises "the cumulative effect" of these characteristics and. problems on SV~sand reaffirms the
"characteristic based approach" as the three-step way to.fulfil the paragraph 35 mandate.

At a session of the CTO~OSheld in February 2006, thePSVEsnoted they were happy about the mentions
· of the' Situation facin~(SVE~ in the Oecember 2005 Hong Kong Ministerial Dectaratiori. Given that
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the deadlines for NAMA, agriculture and services negotiations were closely approaching in April and
July, they stressed that the proponents of the small economies work programme would focus on
promoting their concerns in the. relevant committees. At the April 2006 session the PSVEstabled a
new proposal which compiled the relevant sections of the PSVEproposals made to other negotiating
groups. However, at the meeting some. delegations, including Brazil and China, suggested that it was
not clear in all the relevant negotiations on SVEswhich WTO Members would qualify for the rules
being sough for SVEs. Overall, they insisted that to preserve the rules-based nature of the WTO, and
to avoid creating a new category, they opposed limiting eligibitity to a list of countries. . i

ICommonalities and differences: The empirical evidence in favour of the SVEs.claims

Although in recent years the arguments of the PSVEs have evolved from the linear relationship
originally exposed between smallness, on th~.one han~ and competitiveness or yolatility problems; on
-the other, to a more comprehensive explanation on the combined and cumulative inffuence of several
characteristics, robust proofs of the existence of these links have been missing so far, particularly
.proofs of the non-existence of equivalent links between characteristics of the rest of the developing
countries and competitiveness problems that they" as the SVEs- face. Almost all arguments and
evidence on these kind's of links found in the literature are based on ~nalysis of the variables taken
one-by-one, and not considering whole sets of characteristics or variables determining the problems
of competitiveness, trade marginalization, etc. Both the arguments in' favour and those against SVEs
allegations are usually supported in this manner.

The studies conducted by ICTSDin its project on the Situational Approach to SftDT included assessing
the above mentioned relationships. Three fundamental conclusions may be derived of these studies,
including the results of multiple statistical tests of hypotheses. 3 .

The first conclusion is that using a rational combination of indicators (various and not just one
determinant) leads to a robust statistical confirmation of the existence of a particular disadvantaged
situation of the SVEs.The counterpart of this conclusion is that analyzing variables in an Isotated way
does notatlow properly assessing the. issues of smallness, vulnerability and remoteness in the context
oftrade and development.

The second conclusion, derived from the first, has very practical consequences: the definition of
the. lists of countries in, the situations of smallness and vulnerability must be based on combining
thresholds on various characteristics and problems, 'and not on only one or a few characteristics.

Finally, the third conclusion refersto the fact that development situations involve relative disadvantages
of countries in the partiGular situation Vis a vis the rest of the countries. The thresholds must not be
arbitrarily defined but. take in account the relativ~ position of the country under analysis in the whole
WTO membership according to the variables considered.

Regarding characteristics strongly related to competitiveness, no significant differences have been
found between SIDSand landlocked countries, on the one hand, and the rest of developing economies
on the other. The problems of trade and competitiveness in which no differences are perceived
are, amongst others, insufficient value added or insufficient processing of exports, insufficient links
between export activities and the rest of. the economy, volatility in the price of exports, advantages
or disadvantages for attracting foreign investment, or difficulties in overcoming, problems relating to
international technical and health standards.

However, the studies have concluded that small countries have scale restrictions that can aggravate
the constraints that other developing countries experience in trying to diversify .or to integrate
into their own economies the processing of their commodities. Also because of their high level of
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dependency, their fiscal 'earnings depend to a great extent-on import tariff revenues, which make
them more vulnerable to reductions in those tariff levels. Compared to other developing countries,
small countries tend to have more limited institutional capacity to formulate and implement trade
or productive development, diversification and competitiveness polictes, to face an international

• I·· •

trade 'dispute, 'or put into effect comprehensive disaster risk management plans. If, in addition, they
sutfer'frorn external shocksor frequent disasters, they face even more severe constraints to preserve
any improvements in competitiveness, that they may have achieved and to recover from any damage
suffered during these events. The same can be said for countries whose per unit transportation costs

I ' "

are in fact much higher than those of the rest o~the world and that in addition have economic scales
that prevent them from making themselves the investments ~ in logistics and infrastructure - they
would need to overcome theirdisadvantages. Worse yet is the situation in countries that simultaneously
· meet the three conditions - smallness, vulnerability and remoteness.

These are the 'real reasons that differentiate the situation~ of SVEs from those circumstances of
limited competitiveness that most developing countries experience. It is on these traits that the
, policies that could be' useful and the considerations of ,SftOT that both situations would deserve should. . . ,

be based.

Eligibility of smallcountries to additional SftOT benefits based on situations: the specific SVE and,
SREsituations, and other competitivenesssituations

·Based on the above made considerations the Situational Approach (SA) proposal defines two Situations
involving SftOT for small countries; the SRE situation and the SVE situation." A list of developing
countries and LDGs 2haracterised as SVEsin orie of the ~imulations, serves to illustrate the outcome. . .. .' '. . ~
of a particular combination of these features.. This list. results from a simulation that limited the
market share to 0.12 percent of the world -exports and the population to 10 million inhabitants, while
considering various vulnerability criteria.includi~g natural risk indicators, GOPvolatility and exposure
to price shocks) "

Situation SVE: List of LOCsand Oe.veloping Countries with Global Market Share under O.12percent
a~~Population under 10 million inhabitants

Albania; Antigua ft, Barbuda; 'Armenia; Barbados; Belize; Benin; Bolivia; Botswan~; Burundi; Central
. African Rep; Chad; Costa Rica; Djibouti; Dominica; Dominican Republic; El Salvador; Fiji; Gabon;
Gambia: Grenada; Guinea-Bissau; Guyana; Haiti;' Honduras; Jamaica; Jordan; Kyrgyzstan; Macau;

. Macedonia; Maldives; Mauritania;. Mauri~ius; MoldQva; Mongolia;, Nicaragua; Panama; Papua-New
'Guinea; Paraguay; Rwanda; Sierra Leone; St Kitts ft Nevis; St Lucia; St Vincent ft the Grenadines;
Solomon Islands; Suriname; Swaziland; Togo; Tonga; and Trinidad ftTobago.

However, the ICTSOstudies found that the majority of developing countries in situation SVE'are 'also,
·presentin the lists of three competitiveness situations characterised as "Severe supply-side constraints
fo~nd i~ low-income countries", "Diversifying exports and strengthening technological capabilities
in' mineral -dependent economies"; and 'Deepening: shallow, productive-sector development in
manufacture" (designated as COM-1 through COM-.J in the ICTSOstudies). Thirty seven developing
countries in the SVE list would benefit from at least one of the situations COM-1, COM-2 or COM-3 and'. . .

twenty-three would benefit from at least two .

•
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COM-1: "Severe supply-side exports constraints in weak economies" (35 countries)
Albania; Antigua & Barbuda; Barbados; Belize; Bolivia; Botswana; .Cuba; Dominica; Dominican
Republic; Ecuador; El Salvador; Fiji; Gabon; Ghana; Grenada; Guyana; Honduras; Jamaica; Kenya;
Kyrgyzstan; Macedonia; Mauritius; Moldova, R. of; Namibia; Nicaragua; Pakistan; Paraguay; Peruj.
Sri Lanka; St Kitts & Nevis; St Lucia; St Vincent & the Grenadines; Swaziland, and Zimbabwe.

COM-2: "Diversify X and strengthen technological capabilities and links in Mineral-dependent, .

economies" .
High Income Subse~ (10 countries): Bahrain; Brunei-Darussalam; Chile: Kuwait; Oman: Qatar; Saudi
Arabia; Trinidad& Tobago; United Arab Emirates; Venezuela._

Low and Medium Income Subset (22 countries): Albania; Bolivia; Botswana; Cameroon; Congo, R.
of; Colombia;. Costa Rica; Dominica; Ecuador; Egypt; Gabon; Ghana; Guyana; KyrgyZstan; Mauritius;
Mongolia; Namibia; Nigeria; Papua-New Guinea; Philippines; Suriname; Swaziland.

COM-3: ';Shallow Manufacture"
Albania;. Armenia; Belize;Costa Rica; Cuba; Dominica; Dominican Republic; Egypt; El Salvador;
Georgia; Grenada; Guatemala; Guyana; Honduras; Jamaica; Jordan; Macedonia; Moldova, R. of;'

. .

. Mongolia; Morocco; Nicaragua; Paraguax; Romania; .Sri Lanka; Tunisia; Turkey; Vietnam .
. .

Due to the fact that countries in situations SVEand SR~share many supply-side constraints related to
competitiveriess with those in competitiveness situations COM-1 through COM~3, some of the policy
actions and instruments identified in the Situational Approach. studies are also shared. However,
international technical assistance and international development assistance are relatively more
important in SVE and SRE. The expected developmen! of Aid for Trade .programmes in WTO would
provide additional resources for both purposes.

,
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PoliciestoaddresscOmpetitivenessandvulnerability
problems)f small economies may thus involve
implementing active policies in combination with
trade .liberalization, . demanding trade-related.
policy measures'that may require special and

·differential treatment responsesin trade rules. '

. ICTSDProgramme on Competitiveness and Sustainable Development

.1. THESITUATIONJ,\L APPROACH TO S&DT, AND COMPETITIVE'NESS;
AND VULNERABILITY ISSUES:A FRAMEWORK .

1.1 A Summary of Concepts In the Situational Approach to S&DT

{J

Competitiveness and vulnerability are closely
intertwined . in . developing countrtes; and
particularlyin th~ caseof small economies.
. ~" "

Competitiveness expressesitself in the form of
firms participating in competition with either
firms.' NevertheleSs, competitiveness, policies
in developing countries must address,'processes
that take place at the micro, meso an~ macro .

: levels' because' such policies must serve' the
purpose of a positive integration of these
countries into the global economy, contributing
to the economic; social and environmental goals
of sustainable development of societies as a
whole, and not just resulting in trade growth
or ~conoli1ic achievements of particular' firms':
Regarding~vulnera,bility, developing economies
are increasinglysubject to risksof external shocks
and disasters that' may Iead to instantaneous
lassesof competitiveness gains, which may be

· very difficult for small countries to recover from.

·Respond~ngto three relevant questions is an easy
way of summarizing the,objectives and the logic
of the Situational Approach: what would be the
·mainobjectives of the SAinthe SaDTnegotiations
ih WTO?;'hOwwouldaDevelopment Situation be
characterized in the context of SaDH; and do

· Situations imply policy prescriptions?

· Maximizing development benefits from
SaDT: the main -objectives of ,the' SA in the
negotiations in WTO

The motivations 'and fundamentals of the
·MarrakechAgreementest~blish that, although the
function ofWTO is related to trade tiberaltzation.: .
trade relations are. conceived as instruments
'for sustainable, development. Framed in 'this' .
structure of, thought, the SAaims' at two goals .
relatedto: i)maximizing - by-means ofSaDT: the

·.development b~nefits that developing countries
and JDCs should get from trade liberalization;
.and,ii) facilitating the current Doha-mandated
negotiations on the subject.

This Chapter .in the paper briefly introduces the
Situational Approach to SaDTas.well asconcepts
on competitiveness and trade-supported
strategies for' sustainable development from
which small and vulnerable countries could. .,

.posittvely benefit. The ideas presented he're
are summarized versions of concepts that are
discussed,in' detail in other papers produced
by the ICTSDproject "Special and Differential.
Treatment: Policy Research.and Consultations,

. ,

'for the WTONegotiations". Considerationsmade
in this part of the paper serve as a background
for characterizing the Development Situations
discussedin Chapter 3.

Maximizingdevelopmentbenefits for all developing
countries .impliesthat liberalization must be used
as an instrument: to optimize development, and
not that trade must be maximizedwhile trying to

· keepbelowcertain limits the negativeimpactsthat
short term liberalization might eventually haveon
the development goalsof countries involved.

. , .

So far, the SA proposal covers development
situations in 'three areas: Agriculture and Rural
Development; Competitiveness;and Vulnerability
of SmallEconomies..

, The more operational objective of facilitating ~he
·negotiations would consist of helping to build a
development framework tor the [)oh~'..mandated
review and specific improvements: in saDT. . . " "

provisions. The framework' would be basedon a .
groupof generalprinciplesandgeneral rules-whose
application wouldensure that the .revised SaDr
systemwould servethe:developmentobjectives of
developingcountries' integrationwhile preserving
the values of. the rules-basedmultilateral trade
·system.
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The bases and the components of the proposal of a Situational Approach to S&DT

The proposal of a Situational Approach to S&DT
is founded on two main bases, and has two
~omponents.

The first -basis is that' all developing countries
and LDCs should have, access to a set of basic
S&DT benefits, which would include all the S&DT
provisions they currently benefit from, based
on the two pre-existing categories, and to the
improvements resulting from the revision of the
respective acquis that. they would negotiate
under the Doha Mandate, (I.e. making S&DT
more effective and .operational). Adopting
this first basis implies ruling out any further
differentiation amongst developing countries as.
a precondition for improving S&DT.

.The second basis is that additional sa:Dr benefits
should be created in order to contribute to
solving specific Development Situations; all
developing countries would have access to these
additional benefits in the measure in which they

- effectively live such situations.

The first component of the SA proposal is a
general set of principles, rules and measures

that would constitute the structure of the S&DT
system (i.e. would support a system based on
both basic and additional Sa:Dr benefits); and
would facilitate negotiating the improvement
of the respective acquis of developing countries
and LDCs in agreement with the Doha Mandate. "

The second comoonent consists of the
additional sa:Dr benefits that would be created
according to the second basis; i.e. responding
to development needs specific to certain
Development Situations.

Characteiizing 'development situations

A Development.Situation would be characterized
by three elements, as outlined in Box 1.1. The
first two elements (A and B) would describe

. circumstances involving development needs
(development constraints or development_
policy objectives) of the country concerned;
and the third (C) would portray the set of policy
instruments (a policy tool box) from which one
or more instruments-could be used for addressing
the former.

Box 1.1 Elements for Characterizing Development Situations in the Context of the Situational
Approach to 5&DT" .

The first two elements: the circumstances and the policy objectives

The first element (A) should describe the economic and trade circumstances in which the needs
(problems or constraints) are present; and the second element (B) should express the particular
trade and development policy objectives established in response to the problems and constraints
previously mentioned.

Describing the context (A) mayor may not require the use of quantitative indicators. 'However,
. I·.· .

when applicable, there is a need to agree on a set of indicators and thresholds. that can serve as
benchmarks for defining when a Development Situation would deserve the additional flexibtlities
(S&DT provisions) involved.

WTOMembers would eventually agree that a particular situation or set of situations deserve certain
additional benefits provided that the chosen indicators fall within pre-established limits for a region,
a group of sectors or the whole economy. Therefore, if a Developing Country Member's indicators
fall within these limits, the member will have automatic access to the additional benefits of 5&DT
provisions associated.
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Box 1.1 continued

'.

The third element: the policy tool box
, , '

The third' element consists of a collection of policy instruments from which a singl~ tool or a
combination of instruments could be chosen to integrate the 'Context specific Policy Package' that
would address the objectives defined in the first and second elements. The use of some of the
instruments from the tool box coutd be currently limited by WTO rules, therefore requiring SftOT

, ' in terms of policy flexibilities '(e.g. the use of performance requirements prohibited by the TRIMs
Agreement). Solid arguments must accompany the characterization in order to justify the mutual
links between the first two and the third elements; i.e. these arguments are essential to validate'
the usefulness of particular instruments in addressing specific constraints or policy objectives.

1.2 Goals and Strategies of C:ompetitiveness Policies from a Developing
'Country Perspective of Sustainable Development

However, a.situation is not intended to prescribe
the use of any Cparticular policy mechanism or
combination of instruments, but does identify

Clearly riot all problems of development can '
be solved, by, competitiveness policies" which
are mainly' economic in nature, but these
policies may be instrumental - if so designed
- in promoting sustainable development in Its
three sph~res: Conversely, if they are directed
'exclusively towards rnaxirmzmg trade or

, ~. .'

trade-led GOP growth, they might well end up
obstructing the dlversification and knowledge
intensification of the economy at large, deterring
relevant improvements in productivity and,
most importantly, hindering the possibilities of
achieving legitimate social and environmental
objectives. ,
, ,

The most reievant strategies in achieving the
economic goals of competitiveness policies

Two fundamental sets of economic goals should'
be addressed ,by national competitiveness

" .
policies of developing countries. The first consists
of fair competition in intematicnat markets,
i.e. securing conditions for achieving effective
market access and fair trade for the country's
exports. The second is to help, the country
derive sustained economic growth from that
'competi~ion, while at the same time achieving a
capacity to internally amplify the effects of that
growth In terms of productivity, increases, more
and better Jobs and income improvements for
'ever-greater proportions of the population.

'a collection of these instruments that countries
may; or may not want to use .tn addressing the
constraints or policy objectives.

Regarding the enhancement of supply-side
capabilities, and internal 'amplification of
benefits; there is a need to combine a strategy
.for technological learning and innovation; an-d
a strategy for creating -cornplernentarities and
linkages (Corrales, 2007).6

Ensuring social effectiveness: strategies and
lines of .actton

Competitiveness policies must be socially
'effective, i.e., they must effectively contribute to
the enhancement of opportuhities and freedoms,
including the generation 'of sustained and relevant

, real income increases for the majority of -the
population: Obviously a competitiveness policy
pac~agecannot on its own secure the full attainment
of these objectives, but it may positively contribute
towards them through the effects of combining the
strategies' alread¥ mentioned (t.e. technological
learning and innovation; and comptementarities
and linkages) and the Strategy for Human Capital
and Social Capital formation.

In relation to human capital, the obvious actions
consist of education in the formal system and
training Within the production sectors; in -the
social capital areas the actions consist of inducing
positive impacts in the urban informal sectors and
the rural low-productivity ~ectors by promoting
synergies between them and the economy-wide
reforms. The' connections between economic,



policy instruments should be available to them in
order to make its implementation feasible.

Inequality arid poverty effects of the combined
'application of trade liberalization and the
trade-supported strategies for sustainable
development
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policies and social goals are very important
for the, sustainability of development in many
developing countries, where social exclusion .and
political polarization' are rooted in the inability
of the "'''modern economy" to provide jobs a!1d
sources of income for a substantial part of the
population. The "social" effectiveness" of a
competitiveness policy must pass this test.

Mainstreaming an environmental sustainability
strategy in competitiveness policy

, There are positive environmental impacts which
may indirectly derive from the attainment of '
specific goals of a competitiveness policy in the
economic dimension." However, mainstreamihg
direct environmental considerations" in
competitiveness policies is a need for developing ,
countries, based on three considerations; In
the first place, complying with environmental
standards is increasingly important to secure
access for exports from developing countries to
many markets. Secondly, trends shown by' the
majority of developing countries' trade, based on
an increase in exports of commodities supported
in natural resources, lead to increased rates of
exhaustion of their natural capital. Additionally,
there is also a trend to increase exports based on
potentially degrading processes, which entails
both a deterioration of their own environment
and possible market-access limitations. Finally,
bio-diversity, if' properly' managed with a
sustainable perspective,-may become 'a concrete
and very important competitive advantage' for,
many developing, countries.

In consequence, rnainstreaming an Environmental
Sustainability Strategy in competitiveness policies
would be anecessity for developing countries, and

Not all the instruments that a society can use to
achieve its aims of equality and eradicattngpoverty
are to be found in the fields of competitiveness
and trade, nor are they the most important. But
the strategies discussed here, managed together, ' '

under appropriate guidelines, can help to control
some of the adverse trends referred to.

These are not only the strategies relating to
human' capitat andsocial capital, but all trade-

"supported strategies forsustai nabtedevelopmen~
(TSDS)as summarized in Box 1'.2 below. The Box
shows the most. important contnbutions that the
TSDS can make to improving fncorne-dtstrtbutton
and alleviating poverty, and include ideas on'
macroeconomic policies since the latter have a
very ~reat influence on these two expressions of
inequality.

Summarizing: _synergies and intertwined
'effects of the, trade-supported strategies

By combining trade liberalization and measures
- "

from the four Trade-supported Strategies for
Sustainable Development, policies of developing
countries may expect to attain economic"
social and environmental benefits from their
.integration into global trade,' as economic,
social and environmental processes involved in
integration of a country In the global economy
are intertwined.
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Box 1;2 Illustrations, Of The Guidelines That Competitiveness Policies Should Follow To Maximize
Their Contributions To Equitable Income Distribution And Poverty Reduction. '

GUidellnes relating to human capital and relational social capital strategies

In addition to prioritizing public spending that maximizes .access to education and' health (see
,macroeconorntc guidelines below), the, following two cross-cutting guidelines can be applied to
sectoral policies in general: ' 1

, , ,

~' foster chains of cooperation between micro-businesses and other forms of cooperation that
, connect the Informal sectors and the main body oflhe "modern" economy; and' ,

• use performance requirements, whether or not based on incentives, designed to increase
firms' parttctpatton in initiatives for training the labourforce.

Guidelines on policies relating to development of production sectors ,

-Regarding policies relating to production, measures: such, as the following deserve to be
highlighted:

• promoting internal cornplernentartties and linkages, and.fostering chains of SMEsuppliers;
• providing access to credit for, SMEs, micro-enterprises and entrepreneurs in the informal

economy. , ,

General macroeconomic guidelines '

Macroeconomic policy must be based on general principles relating to equilibrium and liberalization,
but-they must be applied after being adapted to the local institutions aridconditions. In addition,
this m~croeconomic framework must take account of guidelines such a~ the following:

give priority to public spending aimed at overcoming, poverty, giving special priority to
improving access to education and health; and the formation of human capital in general;
and eliminate regional and ethnic bias in publlc spending.

• minimize the volatility of growth using appropriate mechanisms in the tnternational exchange
and. finance fields, and stabilization funds where there is. high exposure to shocks, Where
adjustment programmes are essential in response to the impact of shocks, implement the
necessary countervatling measures to limit the regressive effect of such adjustments.'

_'Source: Adapted from Corrales (20070).,
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Table 1,1 An Illustration Of Synergies On Sustainable Development Goals, Resulting From Combining
The Four Trade-supported Strategies
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Source: "Developing-Country Policy. Issues in Reconciling Trade Liberalization and Sustainable Development Goals" (Corrales, 2007a).

The matrix in Table 1,1 above illustrates how
the effects of the policy actions in the four
Trade-supported Strategies for Sustainable
Development may take place, From the viewpoint
of sustainable development goals the table shows
how many policy measures belonging to the four
basic strategies converge on single goals in the
economic, social and environmental spheres,

help to improve productivity or equality. Another
example of this is the goal of increasing the
effects of employment and knowledge spill overs,
to which all the policy measures illustrated,
belonging to all the strategies, contribute.

To round off all these arguments, the integration
of a developing country into the global economy
through trade can bear fruit in the various spheres
of sustainable development, provided that trade
liberalization is combined synergistically with
development strategies such as those introduced
above.

For instance, the measures under the learning and
innovation strategy can reinforce environmental
sustainability goals, while the measures under
the environmental sustainability strategy can
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1.3 Risk Management, Vulnerability and Resilience to External Shocks and'
Disasters: A Major Challenqe to Developing Countries' Competitiveness

instantaneous losses of competitiveness gains,'
which may be very' difficult for .the affected
country to recover from, particularly if this
country's economy is small. In fact, unless risks of
these events are properly' managed by developing
countries in all areas of development, a large '
proportion of the efforts made in implementing .
trade-supported strategies for sustainable,
development, or other development strategies, '
may be spoiled.

In 'other, words, to ensure that the long-term
path is sustainable, it is not only necessary to
implement the approp~iate competitiveness
policies aiming at medium and long term goals;
there is also a need for policy management
that is aware of the risks of disasters' involving
natural phenomena and of those re~ating to
other "external shocks".

Risk, management more directly related with
competitiveness pol icies and the trade- supported
strategies'that we have briefly introduced (i.e.
technologicallearningandinnovation; creation of
complernentartties and linkages; human capital
, and social capital formation; and environmental
sustainability) must be focused on' two k~nds
of measures. The first is ,.rriinimizing risks by
means of ex-ante .rneasures, i.e. by controlling
exposure and introducing prevention practices.
The second is strengthening institutional' and
economic capabilities to recover; i.e,; enhancing
resilience. '

However, .since the economic resilience of
, ~. .

an economy to .dtsastrous 'events 'may be
expressed in .terms of the ratio of the damage
caused by their typical disasters totheir Gross

high level of competitiveness ,COUldimprove the
capability to recover from disastrous events.

Trade-supported strategies, competitiveness
, and vulnerability to economic shocks

In terms of structural solutions, the contribution
; that trade-supported strategies can offer for
(trade-related) price shock risks 'is to diversify
production and, exports, and to upgrade
technology.

Regarding financial 'shocks, trade-supported
strategies' would' be related to the conditions
under which the agreements on investment and
the chal?ters on investment in the free-trade
agreements are negotiated. 'Not, only would
the conditions of financial and exchange policy
have to adapt precautionary rules (e.g. the
Basel rules), but the rules on fareign investment'
treatment would also ha~e to payattention to the
conditions relating to the recagnitian of various
types' of investment "covered 'investment".
These rules would have to include safeguard
clauses that could be activated as required when '
there were serious indications of risk.

National economies in the process of deep Domestic Saving, this draws attention to the
integ~atiari ,Into. the world perfarm as open ,close relationship that there can be between a ,
systems, subject to risks of shocks which may 'COlJntry's resilience and its net export earnings.
not depend fundamentally on the. development lndeed.. far any 'economy; but, in .particular far
policies that they apply at national level. These, small economies subject to. frequent disasters,
shocks may originate in financial arid price shocks there is a strang feedback between disasters
and also in disasters invalving natural hazards. , and .intemationat competitiveness. In small
In certain cases, the Iarge-scate disconttnuities economies nat only is competitiveness adversely
that these events may cause can lead to. huge affected by external shocks and disasters, but a

Disasters related' to "natural hazards: policy
measures to reduce vulnerability and increase
resilience in small economies

" ,

Regarding'disasters involving natural phenomena,
there isclear evidence that developing cauntries
are suffering them mare frequently. In the case
Of small countries, these disasters may have a
signfficant magnitude in, relation to the size
of the ecanamies,' making them increasingly
vulnerable". Aside' from their exposure to
disasters, .srnall developing economies often



cooperation going beyond immediate aid after
disasters and taking a form that is not a burden
on those economies.
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1.4 A Framework for Applying the Situational Approach to S&DT
Negotiations related to Competitiveness and Vulnerability Issues.
of Developing ,Countries. .

experience severe economic and social
. restrictions regarding their integration into the
world economy. Added to the circumstances of
the disasters, especially the effects of recession
. associated with.disaster events, these economies
. can fall into vicious circles. of stagnation and
poverty, characterized by serious limitations for
implementing improvements in competitiveness,
and be unable to recover.

Actually, the resilienc7 of small developing
countries may be choked. off to the extent
that they become unable to recover without
major. external Intervention, not only in terms
of humanitarian aid after the disaster, but also
mainlyfor reconstruction and prevention, and
for the generation of greater resilience of their
own.

Indeed, the. situations experienced' by small
and vulnerable developing economies may riot
. be resolved without far-reaching. action of two

~ . types. Firstly, own action through policies to
develop production and competitiveness, such as
those we mentioned when referring to the trade-
supported strategies. Secondly,' int~rnational

In practical terms, the application of the
Situational Approach to saot to' the fields
of competitiveness and vulnerability implies
.creating suitable mechanisms iri those fields for
maximizing access for all developing countries to
the basic benefits of SaDT and to such additional
benefits ascorrespond to the specific development
situations experienced by the countries.

Although the Doha-mandated revision on SaDT
is in principle the task of the Committee on
Trade and Development (CTD), in the committee
the negotiations really take place on the most
systemic issues of SaDT and all those that can
affect developing countries' competitiveness
policies and the vulnerability of the small
economies, not directly related to the agricultural.
sector or non-agricultural tariffs.

It is not merely that these countries require
tnternational aid for immediate humanitarian
assistance when theeventsoccur, or reconstruction
loans. In small economies subject to frequent
disasters it may be necessary for international
cooperation to take numerous measures and. j~
some cases major ones, .for various purposes.
Those purposes includerapid recovery from losses
in international competitiv,eness; reconstruction
of infrastructure in such a way' as to prevent
similar losses from future events; and especially
matnstreaming risk management in all public and

. private activities involving strategic planning of
development, regional planning and planning of
future investment in general.

Only if international cooperation takes such
steps can it help these' .srnall countries to
improve their own capabllity to recover without
compromising the investment they need for their
future development.

The mandates under which the Situational
Approa~h must produce its recommendations
on vulnerability and competitiveness-related. .. .
situations

The official mandates under the Doha Round
within which the negotiations on saDT are taking
place that affect both competitiveness and the
vulnerability of small economies are basically
paragraph 44 of the Ministerial Declaration
and the "July (August 2004) Framework", and.
paragraphs 35 to 39 as well as annex F of the ..
Hong Kong Ministerial Declaration. '

The negotiations relating to small vulnerable
economies also have specific mandates in
paragraph 35 of the Doha Declaration, paragraph
1 of the July Framework; paragraphs 21 and 41
and paragraph 8 of Annex C to the Hong Kong
Declaration.



Table 1.2 Bodies Where Negotiations On SftDT Take Place (Organized By The Three Dimensions
In Which Trade Rules And Development Strategies lnteract)" '
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Table 1.2 shows a simplified view of the location of
the negotiations by negotiating body, organizing
them by the three dimensions through which
they are related to development policies and

9

trade rules (i.e. market access and fair trade for
developing country exports; policy spaces; and
resources for development support).

Agricult. Agricult. NotS&DT in agricultural trade Agricult. Agricult. Agricult. Agricult. defined
CTO-SS CTD-SS

5&DT in Market Access other NAMA NAMA NAMA Not
than 'agricultural NAMA NAMA defined

CTO-5S CTD-SS CTD-SS

S&DT for supply-side CTD-SS CTD-SS CTD-SS CTD-SS Not
competitiveness policies defined'

S&DT related to small countries' NAMA NAMA NAMA' CTD-SS CTD-SS CTD-SS Not
vulnerability

CTD-DS CTD-DS CTD-DS CTD-DS CTD-DS CTD-DS
defined

Source: An approach to Special and Differential Treatment based on "Development Situations" (Policy paper; ICTSD 2007).

The general principles and rules in the first
component of the SA proposal

The first component of the proposed SAcontains
a set of principles and general rules, on the
one hand, and the Common Benefits of SftDT to
which all the developing countries would have
access, on the other.

Six .general principles would constitute the
fundamentals of a Sttuations-based SftDT
system, which in addition would reaffirm the
character of SftDT as a tool for development

and not only as an instrument to facilitate the'
developing countries and LDC's adjustment' to
the international trade commitments.

Together with the principles, the general rules,
after been agreed by the member countries, could
constitute a framework for the review of all SftDT
asmandated in Doha, where the assessment of the
proposals presented by developing countries and
LDCswould be accomplished. In practical terms
.the general rules should be limited in number, in
order to facilitate the negotiations, and should
be applicable to all the WTO agreements.



Box 1.3 Ideas on the General Principles and General Rules of the Situational Approach
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General Principles

f.1: The fundamental purpose of the Special and Oifferential Treatment' (SaOT) is to help
developing countries and U)Cs to make their integration to such system an effective instrument
for, their sustainable development, and therefore they will address the mentioned capacities
and development needs. The' compliance with disciplines and trade rules to be requested from
developing countries and LOCs in their integration tothe multilateral trading system, shall take
into account the development needs that they experiment and shall be commensurate with their
economic and institutional capacities;

, P2: The positive contribution that trade liberalization might have to the sustainable development
of developing countries and LOCs,is recognized, particularly when it is combined with other
development strategies, such as technology development and -fnnovattcn: human capital
accumulation; development of productive chains; and environmental sustainability, Based on this,
SaOT shall contribute to enable developing countries and LOCs to implement the policies that
would. render the combinati~ns of those strategies feasible, in order to address the economic,
social or environmental needs they face;

P3: SaOT involves collective commitments from all WTO members and specific obligations from the
develop~d countrymembers, all with mandatory character in accordance with the stipulations of
the multilateral trading system agreements;

P4: Framed in the considerations made above, two sets of SaOT provisions will constitute Basic
Benefits, the first of which will be accessible to all developing countries, including LOCs, and the
second to be accessible to LOCs. A third set of SaOT provisions will constitute Additional Benefits
that will respond to specific situations, and will.be accessible to, the countries that are experiencing,
those situations;

P5: Given that Additional Benefits of saOT would constitute extraordinary supports associated with'
the existence of specific development needs, and that some of them would involve flexibilities

, '

that could have negative spillovers on other member countries, those Additional Benefits shoul~
terminate once the problems or specific needs are overcame. This implies that there is a need to

, . . ,

monitor progress on problemsolving.cattatnedby countries that have receivedadditional benefits; ,
~d '

P6: toes will advantage from all SaOT provisions, whether they are Common Benefits or Additional
,Benefits.

General Rules

In order to guarantee that the SaOT provisions become effective and enforceable, and to facilitate
the implementation of the Situational Approach to SaDT, the General Rules would implement the
Principles in the direction of:

R1: To assure that the benefits ofSaOT referred to Market Access are not impaired, nullified or
circumvented by means of the interpretation of the SaOT or the application of other trade rules by
the importing countries (e.g. to assure that the imposition of sanitary orphitosanitary standards
upon imports originating from LOCs has an appropriate counterpart in technical assistance to the
exporters; or to prevent the arbitrary interpretation and application of the De Minimis norms in
relation to antidumping, safeguards and textiles amongst others.);
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Box 1.3 continued

R2: Contribute to making effective 'S&'DT provisions' in the various agreements referred to
flexibHities in rules (provide effective policy spaces), to' allow the implementation of supply-
side policies oriented to various legitimate development purposes, such as regional integration
schemes; diversification of production; innovation and technology development; environmental
sustainabiltty: social and human capital development; rural development and food security. (e.g.

"/ ensuring that the procedures to access provisions are not made too cumbersome);

R3: To guarantee that agreements to be eventually reached inthe revision of the respective acquis,
.which might imply making certain technical assistanceprovisions obligatory, are enforceable; that the
,mentioned assistance responds to the necessities of the beneficiary c'ountries and to the fundamental
purpose of the S&'OT;and that the cost of the assistance to be taken by the beneficiary countries is... .)' '. , .

commensurate to their respective financial capacities (which could require that the respective rules
define modalities and benchmarks for the obligations ontechnical assistance); and •

, R4: To establish a transparent procedure for the approval of the Situations on which the additional
benefits of S&'DT would be based, and to monitor the progress achieved by the beneficiary
countries:

The legal architecture in which the second
component (additional S&'DT .benefits) would
be framed

, the Situational' Approach is that there should be
an Initial List to bri[1g into force what has been
agreed, which the countries concerned should, "

refine and negqtiate. The specific framework
proposal for the additional benefits is summarized,
in Box 1.4.

"11 'l'~--~----~-----I

The logic of the legal framework for Additional
, Benefits of S&'DT according to the proposals of

Box 1.4 Ideas On a Process To Frame The Additional S&'DTBenefits In The WTO Architecture

Recognition (approval) of a Development Situation and the associated eligibility criteria'

The,CTD SS,a,t the request of the' developing countries 'and or LDCsconcerned: i) would approve the
"Development Situations' and indicate special trading or development needs characterizing each of
them; ii) would agree the criteria and indicators to be used to draw upthe hst.of countries eligible
for each Situation and iii) based on the agreed criteria and indicators, and taking account of the

. .' . ,. . .

arguments of the developing country members concerned, would define the relevant list of eligible.
countries. The LDCswould automatically be included in the eligibility lists Of any Situation agreed.

, Approval of the additional benefits corresponding to each situation

Likewi~e the CTD SS(or other WTO body 'as appropriate), atthe request of. the developing country
and/or tDC members concerned, would agree the S&'DTadditio~al benefits '(to be granted t~the'
list of eligible countries for each Situation) subject to the r~les a~d provisions of each Agreement

, under which the additional benefits were. requested. .
, r.' .

Monitoring progress on Situations and periodic revision of the eligibility lists. .' . - . - . - , . .. .. - .

, Every five years, the CTD SSwill assess'progress in overcoming the special trade and .devetopment
needs of each Situation, with a view to contributing to progressive compliance' of the beneficiary
countries with the general rules' Of the multilateral trade system, The' assessment will be based
on a report commissioned by the CTD SS from a special group, of advisors, including two experts
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'Box 1.4 continued

designated by the developing country members and LDCs on the relevant eligibility list, and four
specialists from international organizations, one for UNCTAD, one for the UNDP, another for the
World Bank and another for the WTO Secretariat. As a result of this assessment, the CTD SSwould
decide whether' or not to change the list of 'eligible countries, in view of the eligibility criteria
corresponding to the situation and the progress made in terms of the indicators by the countries
on the relevant list. Any developing countries excluded from an eligibility list as a result of the
assessment, would automatically be entitled to a 3-year transition period 'to phase out the use of
the relevant additional benefits. Countries on the list that were included in it when they were LDCs
may onlybe excluded if they ceased to be LDCsat least three years beforethe assessment.

Initial lists of Situations, additional benefits and eligible countries

Until new lists of Situations and additional benefits are agreed, or the fir~t assessments are
produced, the Initial Lis~sofsituations, eligible countries and additional benefits at Annex "A" will
be considered valid. Annex "B" contains the technicaldetails showing how the Initial Lists were
made up.

1.5 A Synoptic View of the Competitiveness: and Vulnerability Situations
studied in,the I~T~DProject on the Situational Approach to S&DT

Six development situations related to
competitiveness of developing countries and
vulnerability of .small developing economies
were studied in the ICTSD project dedicated
to the Situational Approach, to serve as a basis
for identifying additional SftDT benefits. Two of
these situations refer particularly to vulnerability,
and remoteness of small. developing countries
(SVEand SREsituations).

However, the' assessment ' of the four
competitiveness situations (COM-1 through
COM-4 Situations) draw a series of conclusions ,

, th-at are' highly relevant to small developing
countries, given the fact that many developing
countries in the list of the SVEand SREsituations
are also part of the COM-1 and ,COM-3. It must
be taken in account that any developing country
may be part of the lists of various development
situations, therefore being eligible to the sets of
additional benefits associated to the latter.

Developing countries altogether: empirical
evidence on trade and development
characteristics

To begin with, )t is important to note that while
the developing country category used in the WTO

is 'composed of "self-selected" members (as
compared with the LDC category that responds
to objective criteria defined by the UN), there
is empirical evidence of common trade and
development features amongst members of the
self defined group. However, it is also useful to
understand the empirical evidence found on the
differing competitiveness levels within the group

, ' '.

of developing countries.

If we look at the median of the distribution of all
WTO member countries in relation to per capita

_ GDP, export concentration indices, and GOP
volatility indices (i.e. the value of the indicator
dividing the statistical population in two groups
with the same size, 50 percent), we can identify
two statistical classes according to each f.eature:
the "worst half" and the "best half".

Three very broad, yet interesting conclusions
, derive from the analysis of the resulting classes.
Figure ,1.1 shows the boundaries of, the three
classes as circumferences surrounding the lists
of developing countries falling in each class.



Figure 1.1 Developing Countries According To Three Indicators Of Competitiveness And Vulnerability
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BoOvia; Brazil; China;
Colombia; Congo
(Rep. of); Cos .. Rica;
Cote d'ivoire; Egypt;

Armellia;
Ghana;
lsrael;
Jamaiea;
Keaya
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Kyrgyzs ....
Namibia;
Nigeria;
Paragaay;
PbiIippiDes

Antigua & Barbuda;
_ Belize; Brunei-

Darussalam; Chile;
Dominica; Israel;
Mauritius; Qatar;
St Kitts & Nevis;
Taiwan

EI Salvador; GeOrgia;
Guatemala; Honduras;
India; Macedonia;
Moldova (R. of);
Pakistan; Sri Lanka;
Tunisia; Vietnam

Argentina;
Barbados;
Fij~ Hong
Kong;
Macau;
Malaysia

The first conclusion is that the universe of WTO
member countries can be subdivided in two
clearly-cut groups (developed and developing
countries), almost exactly reproducing the list
of self defined "developing" countries by putting
together the three worst-off classes. 10

The second Conclusion refers to the. very low
correlation existing between the features that
apparently reproduce the developing country list;
on the one hand, and the revealed competitiveness
of countries, in the other," In other words, being
a developing country according to the three
features used to define the list of developing
countries in Figure 1.1 says very little about the
competitiveness of the countries involved.

£(12)

Qatar; Singapore;
Soutb Korea;
Thailand; Tonga;
United Arab
Emirates

The third conclusion would be that variability
instead of homogeneity would be a reasonable
(condensed) statistical description of the
trade-development links within the developing
countries' list."

The three conclusions, taken together, led the
researchers to further explore indicators of
revealed competitiveness to shed additional light
to the empirical evidence commented on common
trade and development 'features of developing
countries. An additional exercise was therefore
conducted to explore broad circumstances and
commonalities amongst developing countries
regarding revealed competitiveness and level of
success in the integration to the global markets.
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Figure 1.2 Developing Countries According To Broad Competitiveness Levels

International market share levels, export
concentration and per capita GDP were used as
indicators to identify those broad circumstances.
Sub-groups E, F, G and H shown in Figure 1.2
cluster countries according to decreasing levels
of revealed competitiveness and apparent
economic success, basing the characterization
on the systematic application of the mentioned
indicators. 13

EI Macau;
Salvador; Macedonia
Fiji; Gabon~auritius;
Georgia; Moldova,
Ghana; Mongolia;
Grenada; Namibia;
Guatemala;
Guyana;
Honduras;
Hong Kong;
Jamaica;
Jordan;
Kenya;
Kuwait;
Kyrgyzstan

Botswana;
Brunei-
Darussalam
Cameroon;
Congo R. of;
Cote d'Ivoire;
Cuba;
Dominica;
Dominican
Republic;
Ecuador;
Egypt;

Albania;
Antigua -
Barbuda;
Armenia;

H Bahrain;
Barbados;
Belize;
Bolivia

Nigeria;
Oman;
Panama;
Papua-New
Guinea;
Paraguay;
Philippines
Qatar

To conclude this part of the analysis, it is
important to note that if the same commented
criteria were to be applied to those countries
that have not opted for WTO developing country
status (by excluding "developed countries"), in
the equivalent E' and F' groups (market shares
above 0,68 percent), 18 of those 37.economies
(48.6 percent) would be included. The rest of
"developed countries" belong to groups G' and
.H', including those 8 economies that apparently
share with developing countries the trade-
development features that reproduce almost
perfectly the developing countries' list, as
discussed in previous sections.

There are clear differences between groups
E and F in Figure 1.2 on the one hand, and
groups G and H on the other, regarding revealed
competitiveness, as developing countries in
Groups E and F have market shares above the
world's average (higher than 0,68 percent),
while market shares of countries in group G are
placed between 0,08 percent and 0,68 percent,
and the rest of developing countries (Group H)
have market shares below the median (below
0,08 percent).

Saint Kitts
and Nevis

Saudi
Arabia;
Suriname;
Swaziland;
Tonga;
Trinidad -
Tobago;

G
Argentina;

Chile;

Colombia;

Costa Brazil; China;Uong Kong;
India;
Indonesia; Singapore;
Malaysia;
Mexico;
Thailand

Rica;

Morocco;

Pakistan;

Peru;

Romania;

Taiwan

Venezuela;
Vietnam;
Zimbabwe

Sri
Lanka

It seems to be clear, from the perspective of
revealed competitiveness, that developing
countries in groups E and F would be competing
globally with developed countries in classes E'
and F' (Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada,
Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Ireland,
Italy, Japan, Netherlands, Poland, Spain,
Sweden, Switzerland, the United Kingdom and
the United States) .

A map of development situations studied,
related to competitiveness and vulnerability

As part of the ICTSD project on the Situational
Approach to S&DT, six situations related
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to vulnerability and. competitiveness that
·could entail additional SfrQT benefits were
assessed.in terms of their economic, social and
environmental features. Policy action-s that could
be implemented to cope with the development
needs, problems and constraints involved in each
situation were also studied: The main purpose
·of these illustrations. was to' show how a great
variety 'of characteristics frequently present in'
developing countries tend to cluster and may be
addressed with context-specific policy packages.

Table 1.3 offers a "map" showing features that
are present i'~ each of the situations studied' on
competitiveness and vulnerability.

'The first situation (COM-1) is. characterized
around economic problems frequently faced.
by weak economies' in the process 'of joining
the international economy. Countries that find
'themselves' in this situation show a 'very. high
export ..concentration on a few agricultural
products and/or' manufactures with low added
·value,' a very. small .intemational market share,
. low attractiveness to foreign investment except in
the exploitation of a few natural-resource based
commodities, and a serious difficulty in coinplying
with international standards (e.g. SPS). '

. I

In the second and third situations (COM-2 and
COM-3) the main problems and objectives are
related 'to' complementarities and knowledge-
technology 'strategies but both .have' social
and environmental ,features.' COM-1. refers
.to economies dependent on non-renewable
resources and ,COM-3,. to economi"es that have
tried to change their export specializations into

15'.~.' ----------~--~-I

manufactures but feature important deficiencies
in internal linkages' and technological
capabilities.

Situation, COM-4 is featured around
environmental problems' and objectives,

,and strategies for learning combined with
environmental sustatnabtlity strategies play
an important role. This Situation incorporates
many features of .the environmental problems
in developing countries in general but also
.has features related to the lack of. productive
linkages.

Finally. situations SVE and SRE relate to
vulnerability and remoteness issues in small
economies. These situations are the main object .

. of this paper and will be discussed in greater
detail in chapter 3., which will also comment .
on competitiveness situations COM-1 and COM-
3. Actually, an interesting finding of the studies
conducted is that a large proportion of small and.
vulnerable countries, i.e. developing countries
in the lists of situations SVE and SRE are also .
included in the lists of competitiveness situations .
COM-1 and COM-3. Situation COM-1 implies very
low productivity' and weak productive linkages
between exportersand the rest of the economy;
a hig~ level of growth volatility and a strong trend
of 'deteriorating terms of trade. Situation COM-3
occurs in developing countries that have already

. engaged in an ,industrialization process but have
nonetheless been 'unable to overcome «shallow.

, .

'Integrationof production- circumstances, which
in some extreme cases can be limited to assembly
of imported parts,



Table 1.3 Features in Situations Studiedon Competitiveness and Vulnerability
, :' ; "

.VULNE'iABILITY..~, cQMPETITIVENi;SS, ,
FEATUR.ES IN THE SITUATIQN~ S'fI,JDJED,

COMI COM 2, COM 3 'C:OM 4 ,'" SVE' ,Of SRE

High dependence on a fewexport lines x x x x
or markets

High Volatility of export revenues, x x x x x
Terms of Trade or GDP

High vulnerability/low resilience to x x x
external shocks and disasters

Abnormally high transportation costs to xaccess internationaLmarkets

Commercial Not necess. low x x x
presencel n
international mkts. Very low: fragiie x x x

II> Mining and/orQ) x x....
hydrocarbons::J

'';U
Q) High-tech...... Export xu

specialization other manufactures
E
0 than agriculture Otherc:

manufactures x x x -x
0u
·w

Services x

Low capacity to x x· x x x x'
Low technological

comply inti stds

and innovative Low-tech X
capacity . speclalization

. x x x 'x x x

Apparent high- xtech X spec

Low Maquila type
complementarities low-tech X x x

and presence of
linkages NNRR.,.based .

. quasi-enclave x x x x

High NNRR- Renewable-low
envtl practices x x x

based 'export.
II> specialization Non renewableQ) x x....
::J "\.....

High export specialization in potentiallyrd r
Q) 'x x..... contaminating products
"iii..... Low capabilities to.cornplv withc:
Q) lnternatl environmental standards in x x xE
c: exports
0....

Low domestic supply capacity in.s:
x ,x x x x xc: environmental services & technologyw

Opportunities in sustainable bio-trade x x xnot taken advantage of

Need to increase qualitvand quantity of x x x x x x
VI

human resources
Q)....

Precarious 'connection of informal.::J.....
actors to "modern" economy x x x x x X

rd

~
.rd Per capita Income Not necess, low x x x x x
'u
0 or GDP Low 'XVl

High poverty levels x x x x

,_~1_6~ '_) Corrales-Leal, Baritto, Mohan -'- Special and Differential Treatment for Small and Vulnerable
Countries Based on the Situational Approach .
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2.' THE NEGOTIATIONS UNTIL 2006: CONVERGENCEAROUND A'
, "CHARACTERISTICS" APPROACH

To understand the difficulties encountered in (
fulfilling the Doha mandate, it is essential to
track the progress of the negotiations since the
agreement in November 2001' on the paragraph
35 mandate. This-chapter will review the history,
of the talks on small and vulnerable economies
atthe WTO, highlighting the ways inwhich SVEs'

, have been' characterised and the linkages that
have been' 'made to requested flexibilities in

'WTO rules (ICTSO';WT/COMTD/SE/M/1-14)~4.We
.see that the process in advancing the interests
, of.SVEs has been ariythingbut smooth, and While
they have had reia'tive suc~ess i'n' garnering the

, attention efmO Members, moves to:craft aciu~l
, rules, have been closely tied up wi,th the question'
, of eligibility for their special and differential
'treatment. ,

,The Doha Declaration gave the General Council
responsibility for the carrying out of the SVE
mandate, ,and it wfls not until 25 January 2002
that informal 'Consultations began amongst
,Members speaking on betialf of the SVEs and
other countries oh the creation of a framework
to carry out the SVE'work,programme.' After that
'consultation and one held on 5 February, both
under the auspices of the Chair of the General

, Council, and others ~held by 'Deputy Director-
Ge~eral M~.'~Ouedraogo, between 11 and 25
February, WTO Members agreed to a' framework"

, to carry out negotiations at' a 1 March' 2002
"meeting of the Gene~al Council (WT IL/M7). '

, ,

2.1 "!he Main'Scenarlo: Talk~ in the crD-DS

'Based on, revisions to a 'draft proposed by, the '
proponents of the SVEwork programme (hereafter
the PSVEs)(WT/GClW/468) submitted by Deputy
'Director-General Ouedraogo (WT/GC/W/469),
, the framework calls for the CTD to be responsible
for the SVEworkprogramme, to regularly report
,'to the General Council on progress, and, to hold '
, dedicated sessions of th~ CTD ("CTD-'DS") on the
, mandate under the Chairmanship of the Chair of '
the CTD. ASearly as .the General Council meetIng,

, tensions were evident regarding :how the mandate
wasto be -fulfilled: 'while' all the PSVEsstressed

, • .• > •

the importance' of the work programme to their'
countries .and the ir;ltegrity of the multilater~l
t:ra:dingsystem overall, several of them noted that
creative' approaches to addressing the problems
of small economies' would be necessary to avoid
defining ,a sub-category of countries, as per tile

, mandate for negotiations and the potitfcat sensitivity
of differentiation amongst developing, countries. '
Other 'pSV~s called for, "realistic differentiation
which provided meaningful S&D'( treatment to
'address their demonstrated development needs".
'Th~ framework. thus also calls.'for the Secretari~t
, to undertake studies on impact of, WTO rules on
small economies;' on', the constraints .faced by
small economies; and on' the 'effects of Trade
Liberalization on small economies.

The .initial meetings: the opposition' to
'perceived intents of further differentiating
developing countries

At the first' meeting of the CTD-DS on 25
April 2002, held under the Chairmanship of
Ambassador Toufiq Ali of Bangladesh, the focus

, was on the draft work programme submitted
by the PSVEs (WT/COMTD/SE/W/1).',Produced
in reaction to post-Doha queries regarding
th~' definition 'of'a SVE, W-1' suggested that
"'small developing' economies" share most or
all of a list 'of characteristics. These included
insignificant share of international' trade;
island 'or landlocked,' status; small poputations;
prevalence of natural disasters;' limited land
availability; physical tsolatiori. and .export
concentration.', Th'e, proposal, 'whi~h was to set'
the stage for years of negotiations,' suggested
that these. characteristics have "implications"

.:: a, term that was later to be replaced with
'''problems'' -- that adversely affect their trade
and development status, including high trade
openness; export dependency; imperfect, small
, markets; economic rigidity; and vulnerability to
economic shocks. W-1 also noted that because of
their characteristics, they 'are 'classified' as high
risk by international 'financial markets, which
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At the second meeting of the CTO-OS"on 1 July
2002, a proposal from, Macao, China was tabled
that suggested that smallness is reflected in a small
market, population and geographical size and leads
to inefficient resource allocation and inability to
access economies of scale (WTICOMTOiSE/Wl2).
The proposal suggests that small economies have
a small share in world trade and are reliant on
their major trading partners, 'and notes that small
economies are more vulnerable to changes. in
trade rules and regulations, technological changes
and shifts in trade flows. A second proposal, from
the. PSVEs,contained concrete proposals for SftOT ..
for 5VEs in specific WTO Agreements along with
explanations of why they are necessary to address' The first report from the Secretariat, entitled
the needs of SVEs.15 .. "Trade and Economic' Performance: the Role of

Economic Size?" (WT lCOMT01SE/W 15), builds
on the literature review and attempts to provide
more arialytical depth on the relationship
between smallnessand key.economic indicators.
However, it continues to use population size as the .
indicator of economic size as it is "the approach

. most frequently' taken in the literature". It
finds that small economies face restrictions in'
diversifying exports owing to lack of access to
economies of scale; that economies are unlikely
to face higher transport costs owing to their
small size, but rather owing to their location;
that small economies do not experience higher
volatility in export earnings; that small economies

in turn makes foreign investment difficult to .
attract. At the same time, the PSVEssuggested
that they have very limited trade policy-making

I

capacity which adversely impacts on their ability to
promote and defend their interests at the WTO.

In a reaction that would be echoed repeatedly in
following years, the US, with the support of New
Zealand and Chile, suggested that many of these
characteristics and implications were not unique
to small economies, but rather applied to most.
developing countries, and asked whether certain
parts of the proposal did not amount to a demand
for the creation of a separate sub-category of
srnall developing economies. The. US.asked the
PSVEsto clarify further the, difference between'
SVEsand other developing countries, and several
of the PSVEssuggested that it was the combination
'of factors that affected SVEsuriiquely.

In response, the US reiterated that it was not
willing to consider the creation of a new category
of Members. A number of Latin American
developing countries also raised concerns that
elements of the proposal would provide too.

. much flexibility. away from the rules set out in
the WTO rules on, for example, subsidies and
anti-dumping. Instead, along with the US, they
called for "factual analysis" on the "state of
play" and "description of problems" in SVEsthat
was driving the demands for special rules.

A review of the literature on small economies was
presented by the WTO Secretariat at an informal
,

meeting of the CTO-OS'on 10 September 2002
(WT ICOMTO/SE/W 14).The report concludes that
economies with small populations have higher
GOP volatility, are more open to trade, have
higher international aid and more concentrated
production ..and export structures.' However,
it notes that small-population states do. not as
such have lower GOP,growth rates, development
indicators or policy-making capacity. While all
Members welcomed the document, the PSVEs
suggested that it relied too much on a population-
size definition of smallness, arid argued that it .
would be more appropriate to define smallness
based upon share of world trade, as supported
bya 2001 Michael Davenportstudy,

The third session of the CTD-D.Swas held on'
4 November, and featured a presentation of.
a. document from the PSVEs containing their
responses to USquestions 011W-3 (WT ICOMTO/SEI
W/7) and two new reports from the Secretariat.
The questions, for the most .part, . asked for
mote specificity on' the problems. experienced
by the. SVEs, questioned whether the problems
were not also. experienced by other developing
countries, and suggest that 'the proposals for
agreement-speciftc changes to the rules should
be taken up in the relevant negotiating group.
While many of the specificity questions were
averted, the questton of uniqueness of SVE
problems was addressed by the· statement that
the. SVE problems are. riot the "same" as those
facing other developing countries,



he had put together document W-9 as a report
to the General Council, and delegates adopted
the r.eport .. The PSVEs suggested that timely
acti?n' was needed on the second phase of the
negotiations.
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experience more variation in their GOP; that
countries with smaller populations do not have

, smaller GDP per capita growth; and that small
'e~onomies may have more problems adjusting
to changes in trade policy. It also finds that as'
Members' share in world trade grows, transport

. , costs decrea.se and GDP per capita increases.
During the meeting, the PSVEs suggested that
the document was an improvement- on the
literature review, but. reportedly expressed'

, surprise at the findings that small economies do
not systematically experience higher volatility in
their export 'earnings than large economies. The
PSVEsdid however say that overall the paper
"vindicated" the arguments made by the PSVEs

'over the years. The second paper, entitled «WTO
. Provisions' Potentially of Particular-Interest' to
Small Economies» (WT/COMTD/W /6), wa~a first
attempt at compiling some provisions that could'
be of interest to or impact.small economies.

At the meeting,· delegates clashed on
whether they had completed, the first stage
of negotiations mandated by' paragraph 35,
namely of identifying the trade-related issues
relating, to small economies, and if the talks
had, advanced enough. to take the second step,
.that of framing responses to those trade-related
issues, Wh;ile' the PSVEs thought the -two steps
had been 'completed, and they were ready for
the third step of asking the General Council to
make recommendations foraction, the US a'nd
EU suggested that more work was' necessary' .
on the first step.' The us once again noted that
Members would have to "walka fine line" in
coming up with solutions to SVE,problems that

. did not amount to differentiation.

At the (ollowiQg fifth' meeting of the CTD-DS on
13 ~uly 2003, the PSVEsunder the leadership of
Mauritius chose to highlight the vulnerability of
SVEs to natural disasters in the interventions.'
Compounded with their other characteristics,

. ,such astack of economies of scale, hightransport
costs, export concentration and poor' natural
'resources, they noted that the trade of SVEswas
'so, small that changes in rules'tto favour their
growth trajectories would, not cause market

, distortions." Based on informal, consultations
held by the Chair on 3 July, the Chair noted that

. , A number of.informal consultations were held in
the months directly before and a'fter the failed

. September 2003 Cancun Ministerial Conference
in which the PSVEsmet with other delegates to
look directly at the proposals for changes to rules
in W"3. At-the sixth CTD-DS meeting,held on 17
October 2003; delegates simply encouraged the
PSVEs to continue to rnake revisions to their
proposals and asked them to come back with
new text .. Paraguay, Mongolia and Bolivia, also
briefly highlighted a statement they had made
at Cancun on the needs and' characteristics of
landlocked countries WT/MIN(03)/W/23. The'
Chair, suggested that the land-locked countries'
come up with concrete proposals aimed at
addressing their concerns-to complement W-3:

, In the proposal submitted by the three countries at
the su~seque~t meeting, held on 12May 2004, they
call themselves "landlocked and small economies"
and set out specific proposals for treatment of
small economies (WT/COMTD/SE/W/9).16

, At the same meeting the,PSVEstabled a document
elaborating on and refiningtthe proposals for
some of the changes to WTO rules suggested in
W-3 (WT /CbMtD/S~/W /11),17 ... '

, ) .

The reactions to the papers followed the usual
trends, with Canada, Australia, tbe us and Chile
repeating that'they did not support the 'creati~n
of a new sub-category of Members, 'as per the
paragraph 35 mandate, and that they ,were,
concerned that the two' proposals "effectively
serve" to create ~' new SUb-category. Sirnilarty,
Japan questioned why the proposals tabled were
only relevant for small economies, and with the
EUand others also asked whether W-10 was aimed
at addressing problems unique to landlocked
countries, when the proposal nonetheless called
'for special treatment for SVEs'overall. O~erall

, ..'
however, therneeting, thus, continued the focus
of the negotiating group on the particular SfrDT

, that the SVEs'were demanding, rather than on
the specific needs for the flexibtlities or h~w

\ '



them to' surmount the ban on the creation ,
of a sub-category, there was little clarity at
this time .on how such an approach would be
operational ised.
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such S&OT would be targeted at SYEs, however
defined.

... '

Theeighth session of the CTO-OS,on 3 November
2004, was a short meeting in which the PSYEs,
under-the leadership of Barbados, said they were .
happy with the, mention given to the SYEmandate"
in the WTO General Council decision on 1 August,
2004 (the' July 'Package, WT IL/579; 2004), and
urged Members to' build on the momentum
generated by, the Package to meet the end-2005
deadline for the work programme. That text says
that ,,'the' trade-related issues identified for the
fuller integration of small, Vulnerable economies
into the multilateral trading system, should also
be addressed, without creating a sub-category
of Members, as part. of a work programme, as'
mandated in paragraph 35 of the Doha Minlsterial
Oedaration. "

- ,

Discussions were largely focused on procedural
issues, wherein the PSVEs.suggested once again
that the first two steps of the negotiations had
progressed to a point where Members .were '
prepared to make recommendations for actions,
while the US and other suggested such a move
would be hasty. As a new member 'Of the PSVE
group, Cuba shared a description of SVEssimilar
to that stated -earlier, It noted that export
concentration and dependency; vulnerability
to natural disasters; inability to affect terms of
trade owing to low share of world trade; limited

, foreign investment; and geographical positioning
led to a particular situation that demanded
recognition, greater flexibility and treatment

" "

that responded to their specific developments
needs. In reaction to earlier questions about the
need for special rules for SVEs,which was linked
to the issue of whether SVEs were "unique",
the PSVEsnoted that it was a combination of
'the disadvantages and the inability to deal, with
them 'that made small economies worthy, of
special consideration. The US.stressed that it
was important to not duplicate the work being
done in other negotiating bodies, such as the
CTO special session on S&OT. Reportedly, at this
time the PSVEsbegan to consider the use of a
"characteristic-specific" .approach to link the
needs of small economies with special rules at
the WTO. Although they hoped this would enable

A major turning point in the negotiations: the
"characteristic-specific approach"

A major turning point in the negotiations
came on 25 January 2005, when CTO-OSChair

.' -»

Trevor Clarke tabled a new approach to, the
negotiations, in an informal meeting of the
group. Formally taken up at the official ninth
meeting of the dedicat~d session 'on 21 February;
the Chair's approach essentially reframes the
.process to be used by the group to address the
paragraph ~5'mandate. Before the meetirig, tt
was understood thai: the talks were to follow a
three-step process, namely (1) the identjfication
of issues or problems constraining the trade of
small economies; (2) the. framing .of responses \
or solutions to those constraints; .and (3) the'
formulation of recommendations for action to
address the trade-related issues; Clarke, in 'his
last session as Chair, proposed a new three-
step process, namely, (1) consideration of the
use of characteristics to identify what can be
accepted as small, '_vulnerable economies;· (2)
the consideration of the trade-related problems, '
that could' reasonably be attributed to those
characteristics; and (3) framing. responses

'to those trade-related problems that these
countries could use.

, "

Although' the 'C~air's approach gained broad
support and would drive negotiations for some
time, the distinction between the first two steps
.-- and their importance for determining eligibility
for the new rules -- quickly came under fire.
Brazil, Colombia, Ecuador, Egypt" Costa Rica,
Mexico, India, Hong Kong and Peru suggested
that the problems facing small economies should
be dealt with first, while, Cuba, El Salvador,' ,
Canada and the Oominican Republic preferred
to first deal with the characteristics of small
economies. Guatemala, Jamaica, Argentina,
Sri Lanka, St Kitts and Nevis were interested .in
looking at both issues at the same time. The US;
EU, Switzerland and Paraguay sard they were,
flexible one way or the other.



negotiations, Members agreed to move forward
by taking up steps one- and two stmultaneously,
and then move on to tti:e framing of' systemic "
responses. On the heels of the mention of the
SVE, mandate 'in the July Package, ,I the' new

, ,
three-step process injected new energy into the
negotiations and launched a new, more intensive
phase of the talks;'
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The first group, composed mainly of larger
developing countries, repeated their assertion

, , .
that some characteristics of small .economtes .
probably applied to other developing countries.
'In informal talks; they told the PSVEs that it
might not be in their interests to open up the
issue' of cbaractertsttcs because it could open
up a time-consuming, contentious debate about
differentiation' ,amorigst developing c~untries'.
The second group of countries; who were largely
'PSVEs, said it made .sense to start with the
underlying causes of.theproblems facing small
and vulnerable economies.

As such, they presented' a paper (WT/COMTD/ _\
SEIW /1'2) .affirrning the Chair's approach and-
setting out a list of indicative' characteristics
and problems, of SVEs 'that, continues to be. - ,

_considered as the standard description from-the
PSVEs.These included:

- ' .
Physical isolation, including as island. or
landlocked developing countries;

• Inadequate infrastructure; , ,
• -Insignificart'participation~in the. MTS and

minimal share in world trade;
•. High degree of vulnerability;
.,' - _Small, fragmented and highly .irnperfect

.. "

markets;
• Low competitiveness: ,

.' Very open economies;
Low productivity and insufficient supply;
Domestic markets with imperfect and
highly polarized structures;
Economic rigidity _,with high adjustment
costs;
,Export concentration:
Undiversified prodiJct~on;
Low supply of export services;
Difficulty in, 'attracting . foreign
Investment;
Dependent on very few export markets;
Lack 'ct. adequate', market access
opportunities;
Hightransport and transit 'costs.

•
•

,.

.'
•
•
•

•
•

•

-.Focusing on the characteristics, they argued,
would I, help Members, better understand the
structural handicaps that prevent small
economies from reaping the full' benefit of
the multilateral trading system. After lengthy

, ,

By making explicit mention of the importance
of [deritifying the "characteristtcs" of 5VEs, the
PSVEsthus intended to try toaddress the concerns'
raised in previous sessions by developed countries
such as the US, Canada and EU regarding how
the new' rules would be applied only to SVEs.
By defining- the characteristics and problems of
SVEs·,and linking them to solutions, they hoped
it would .strengthen the perceived link between
the new rules and the concrete needs of SVEs
that arose owing to their particular "situation"
or "charactertstics", and also' possibly give a
concrete tool for tr:.iggering eligibility for the
new rules. However, in so doing, they elicited a
backlash from large, developing countries, who
questioned the uniqueness of the SVE's'situation
as a result of fears that such a definition of
uniqueness, triggered through characteristics,
would .exclude their relatively large economies
from ,S&Dy that had 'hitherto been shared
,amongst all developing countries.

The two-track approachtonegotiations and the
"combination and accumulation" argument

At the next meeting of the tTD-DS, held on 6
and 1z April 2005 under the new Chairmanship
of Ambassador Gomi Tharaka Senadhira of
Sri Lanka, Members began goin~ through the
different characteristics. Once again; the large.. ~. . "

, developing countries said that the characteristics
,are not unique to small economies, and the PSVEs
argued that small economies are different in
the 'extent to which these characteristics affect
them ,as_well as their capacity to respond.

In an attempt to echo the categorisation under
use -,in "the 'CTD' special session, .Ambassador

, . ..." .

Senadhira proposed to divide the characteristics/
problems into three categories, namely those, . ~. .

where' WTO solutions can be found; areas
where WTO solutions may be available but



2005, the paper suggests twelve "elements of
responses" to the characteristics and problems

i '
outlined in W-12. In a new response to questions,
regarding the uniqueness of the SVE's situation,
and a new analysis of the relationship between
characteristics, problems and solutions, the
PSVEs said that while the characteristics may
not be unique to small economies, -It was "the
combination and intensity with which small
economies, face problems deriving from them,
coupled with their lack of resilience, .that was
particularly challenging for these countries."
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,
perhaps only in combination with action from
other organisations; and areas where solutions
lie elsewhere. Senadhira's approach came in
reaction to suggestions from some Members that
the session focus on' trade-related problems,"
where they said the WTO could be more useful.
Some of the characteristics raised in the list, they
argued, could be addressed at a national level
through competitiveness, export diversification,
or productivity policies, rather than at 'the
WTO. Other problems, such as the geographical
isolation of small' economies, .did not lend
themselves to WTO solutions, they added.

However, Senadhira's categorisation was
rejected by the meeting largely owing to the
PSVEs' insistence that the WTO could respond
to all of the characteristics/problems identified,
Oismissing from the start all problems assumed
to not have a WTO solution would be "putting the
cart before the horse", and would compromise
the agreed three-step process, they argued.
Instead, the PSVEswent in some detail through
W-12, noting that it was the "combination and
cumulation of all seventeen elements that
enhance the vulnerability of small economies,"
and that as a result a "combination and
cumulation of responses" was needed to reduce
the vulnerability of SVEs. Highlighting the cross-
linkages between the problems, they responded'
to criticisms that they were not trade-related by
highlighting that the listed characteristics and
problems .have "systemic implications, 'on the
capacity of sinall economies to integrate fully
into the global trading system", and that as
such solutions should be found in the WT018.The
session switched to tnformalrnode, examining
the first four characteristics/problems in W-12.
The remaining thirteen items were discussed at
an informal session on 12 April 2005.

At the next formal meeting of, the CTO-OS,
on 25 May 2005, the PSVEsdecided to table a
"bridging" document that marked.an attempt to
frame responses to the trade-related problems
and characteristics that had been discussed
in the formal and informal April sessions (WT/
COMTO/SE/W/13). Citing 'that agreement
on solutio~s, was the highest prionty for
negotiations scheduled to finish by the end' of

The proposal points to other instances in WTO
rules where s&or was targeted at countries
meeting certain criterta -- to net food importing
developing countries in the Uruguay Round,
Agreement on' Agriculture or to "developing
countries that .allocate almost all de minimis
support for subsistence and .resource poor
farmers" in Annex A of the July Package -- as
,evidence of the precedent in the WTO for what
" they called their "characteristic approach". The
paper calls broadly for S&OT for small economies
in several issue-areas, including services in its
first appearance in a PSVE submission. Other
issues raised were relatively broad, calling for
the agricultural and NAMA negotiations "to be
addressed satisfactorily" for SVEs, for, priority
to be given to services and products of export
interest for, SVEs, to ensure the trade facilitation "
negotiations address the '.'specific needs" of SVEs
ana to 'make sure acceding SVEsare not. required
to undertake commitments greater than those of
,other WTO Members.

According to the submission, S&OT would be
agreed upon by the CTO-DSand then forwarded
to the General Council which would then "direct
relevant subsidiary bodies to frame responses",
that is, tell other negotiating groups to work
on creating such S&OT. In response, the EU,
New Zealand and Japan urged the PSVEs to
table specific proposals directly in the relevant
negotiating' bodies in current months to save
time in the run-up to the Hong Kong Ministerial
Conference in end-2005. The US warned that
unless they did so, the proponents could '''miss '
the train" in other negotiating fora, and China
repeated concerns that the paper seemed to
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define a new category of developing countries ..

[,

In response, in another major turning point in the
negotiations, on 29 July the PSVEsissued a press,
release saying thatthey would be pursuing a two-
track approach to the negotiations according to
which they would be making proposals on how,
to address their particular problems directly
in the. relevant WTO negotiating group, while
the CTD-OS would monitor the progress of
these' proposals. Essentially conceding. that the
developed countries' had been correct at the
May rneettng on the need to go directly to the
relevant negotiating body, in a formal submission
to the 17 October 2005 meeting of the (TO-DS .
the PSVEsrestated the 'two-track approach and
pointed out a number of different negotiating
groups where-they had already tabled proposals
(WT/COMTD1SE/W/14). Noting once again-that
"no one characteristic and problem by itself"
was, unique to SVEs, the proposal nonetheless
emphasises "the cumulative effect" of these
characteristics and problems .on SVEs and
reaffirms the' "characteristic based approach"
as the three-step way to fulfil the paragraph .
35. mandate. It also highlights .the submissions
made to the negotiating group on agriculture
(JOB(05)/161, 27 July. 2005), non-agricultural:
market access (NAMA) (JOB(05)/165, 29 July
2005) . and WTO rules (TN/RL/GEN/57, 13
September 2005) by some or all of the PSVEs
(see following section for a brief review of, these
submissions and negotiations).

: .
~,

.'

i

Fromtliat meeting thereon, the fOCLJSof the SVE
negotiations wasin the other negotiating groups,
with the (TD-DS largely given a monitoring role ..
However, at the next meeting of the CTO-DS,
on 16 November 2005, three' submissions were
tabled which took lip the earlier idea of explicitly
'recognising that regional bodies could take on
the implementation, notification and technical
support functions necessary for the' SVEs to be '

. compliant with the WTO Agr.eements on TBT,
SPS and' Trade-related .aspects of 'Int~t'lectual
Property Rights (TRIPS), (WT/COMTD/SE/W 115,
1(>and 18 respectively), 'The proposals gained
broad support, from the Membership, and in .
subsequent meetings slight modifications .and
legal clarifications have led to revisions being

. tabled which delegates have. supported for
sending to the General Council for adoption.

However, .a proposal on the accession of SVEsto '
the WTO (WT/COMTD/SE/W/17) was much more
'controversial and owing to broad scepticism
.about the feasibility of its operationalisation
was' dropped at the rneeting; the proposal
called for the terms. of reference for working
parties on. accession of SVEs should make clear'
that membership-seekers "will only be required .
to undertake commitments commensurate with
their level of, development". It also, proposes
allowing Working Party: members to request
the establishment ofa speciat.panel of experts
, appointed by the 'Director-General if it believes
that these terms are not being observed:
Notwithstanding the controversy on this proposal

, -- which was largely submitted at the behest of
Vanuatu, who has faced particular difficulties in
the accession process -- delegates easily adopted
ChairSenadhira'sreportto the General Council.
(WT /COMTO/SE/19).

At next session of the CTD-OS, held in informal
mode on 21 February '2006, along with the 26
April-and July sessions, the negotiating group
took up in full its role as a monitoring body for
negotiations held elsewhere on SaDT for SVEs.At
,the February session, the PSVEsnoted they were
happy about the mentions of the situation facing
SVEsin the December 2005 Hong Kong Ministerial
Declaration, not only in the, lengthy paragraph
'about the' talks in the CTD~DS, but also in the
" ongoing negotiations in NAMAand services. Given
that the deadlines for NAMA, agriculture and
services negotiations were closely approaching in
April and July, they stressed that tlfe-proponents
of the small' economies work programme would
focus on promoting their concerns in the relevant
committees.

As such, they tabled, a paper (WT/COMTD/
5E(20) that tisted the' PSVEs,'repeated the list of

, . indicative characteristics/problems,' and listed
the' various, proposals that were' on the table
in the CTO-DS and other negotiating groups.
At the April' session the PSVEs tabled a new
proposal which compiled the relevant sections
of the PSVEproposals made to other negotiating
groups (WT/(OMTD/SE/W /20). However, at the



negotiating groups to address the SVE-related
,SaOT in their particular issue area.
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2.2" Proposals and Progress, in Other Negotiating Bodies,

meeting some delegations, including Brazil and
China, suggested that it was not clear in all
the' relevant negotiations on SVEs which WTO
Members would qualify for the rules being sough
for SVEs.Overall, they said that the methodology
for determining eligibility for the' new rules
needed to be elaborated; but, at the same time,'
they insisted that to preserve the' rules-based
nature of the WTO, and to avoid creating a new
category, they opposed limiting eligibility to a
list of countries. While the PSVEs said at the

, meeting that they would ,take up this challenge
in a submission to be made, shortly to the,
NAMA negotiating group, in the corridors some
, ' ,

suggested that they would use a list of criteria;
others suggested that they address the concerns
by either using over-inclusive criteria or granting
all developing countries, eligibility, with the
trust that the large developing countries would
use the "honour system" and not actually use '
those flexibil ities (see relevant section on NAMA
negotiations below).

In thefr proposal and their intervention, the
PSVEs suggested that the CTO-OS" through its
monitoring role and also through the persuasive
powers of new Chair Faizel Isrriail of South
Africa, should step up political pressure in other

The, PSVEs have also made submissions, and
engaged in talks, in the negotiating groups
on non-agricultural market .access (NAMA),
,'agriculture, services, rules (on fisheries and on
subsidies and countervailing measures), trade
facilitation and the working party on domestic
regulation. While they have been 'very active
in the NAMA negotiating group, where they are
led by El Salvador, there has been retatively
less progress on their, proposals in the 'other
negotiating groups. In the NAMA and agriculture
groups they have called for SVEsto be exempted,
from the obligation to reduce tariffs according
to the formula being negotiated for other WTO
Members. Instead, they have called for smaller
cuts to their tariffs. In the other negotiating
areas, and for special products in the agriculture
negotiations, they have' asked 'for special
flexibilities to the rules to accommodate their

, .particular situation. '

At the July 2096 session, delegates reviewed once
again the so-called "administrative" proposals,'
that is, the submissions calling for the recognition
of regional bodies as responsible for assisting
Members with notification and implementation
of the Sanitary and Phitosanitary (SPS),Technical
Barriers to Trade (TBT) and TRIPSAgreements. ln
addition, they considered, an updated document
outlined progress in other negotiating bodies
on SVE proposals (WT ICOMTO/SE/W 1201 Rev.1).
Although the PSVEs commended the progress
in the NAMA group, many delegates noted that '
detailed criteria for eligibility had not yet been
tabled in the Ag and Services negotiating groups,
and urged these groups to give priority to their
concerns. However, given the decision at the
,'end of July to suspend the negotiations for some
time, delegates recognised that this was unlikely
to happen in coming months. Instead, the PSVEs
expressed hope that the momentum generated
in recent months, including the progress in the
NAMAgroup, would not be lost.
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However, in all of the different groups they have
been reminded that given the lack of agreement
on core elements of the rria~ket access formula
for all Members and, special and differential
treatmen~ for developing countries, it is difficult
to consider the details of exemptions for, SVEs.
Nonetheless, a relatively significant amount .of .
progress has been made in framing the modalities
that would eventually apply to these countries.

Negotiation~ in NAMA

Consideration of SaOT for the SVEs in the
NAMA negoti~ting' group has centered around
two different opinions on how such special
treatment should be delivered. .According to
the framework for NAMA negotiations set out
in the 2004 July' package, there are two sorts
of SaOT available to depart from the normal
tariff reduction formula. The first type, known,



to-be-determined percentage of their tariff lines
according to a series of five bands of tariff rates.
The SVEsalso asked for a longer implementation
period than other developing countries,' and said
that countries with less than 50 percent bindings
would have to bind 95 of .them. ' , ' '
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as "paragraph 6 flexibilities", a,llows developing
country WTO Members who have not previously
agreed to limit a certain percentage of their
tariff lines at their current rate ("binding") to

. . " . ~ ...

do so as part of the Doha Round at an average
that is the same asthe overall average for bound
tariffs: for all developing countries. The second
type, known, as "paragraph 8 flexibilities",
allows 'developing countries' to applyless-than-

, formula t_ariff cuts to a certain percentage tariff
lines and to exempt a percentageof tariff lines
from reduction entirely. While the PSVEswant to
use the paragraph 6 flexibtltties, relatively large
developing countries would prefer that they use
paragraph B-type flexibilities.

In their first submission to group,' on 11
November 2005' (TN/MA/W/66)" the' PSVEssaid'
that SVEs -- defined as developing' countries
whose average-share in total world merchandise
exports was less than, 0.10 percent between
1995-2004 -- should be exempt from the formula
and should make tariff reductions between> 10
and 15 percent. In addition, they would bind all
their tariffs;' though newly bound tariffs would

\ ,

, ,

not need to be reduced. In negotiations on the. .\.,., \

SVE's proposal in early February 2006, however,
some delegates critictsed the single criteria for
deter~ining eligibility, 'arguing for identification
criteria based on indicators of the, degree of

, vulnerability in addition to market size. Others
suggested that th~' proposal was not sufficiently
detailed to be a constructive contribution to the'

. debate, and called for the eligibility criteria as'
well as SaDT requested to be impro~ed. '

As ,a result, in a' major breakthrough in
the negotiations, and partly in ,response to
comments' made in the CTD-DSin early,2006 (see

" . \

above), the PSVEstabled a re~ised proposal on
10 May' 2006, in the .form of an informal room

\ . - _, -

'document, that set OL!t three criteria for, the
'identification of' potential developing country
non-~DC beneficiaries of SaDT for SVEsin NAMA.
These criteria were a share of world merchandise

, trade not' more than 0.16 'percent; world !-lAMA
trade not more than 0.10 percerit; and world
agricultural trade not more than 0.4019percent .
These countries would be, like for the paragraph
6 countries, exempted from the tariff reduction
formula. Instead, they would be required to bind a

Several developed ,and developing countries
criticised the' proposal, including Canada,
Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Korea, Norway,
Pakistan, Peru, and' Singapore. They argued
that the proposed definition of SVEs rested on
arbitrary criterta. Many Members believed that
the identification of SVEs for the purpose of'

, industrial, tariff liberalisation should depend
exclusively orr NAMA trade; some criticised the
proposal for including farm trade but not trade in
services. Taiwan noted that some ofthe paper's
sponsors had relatively high GDPs. Many of these'
Members also suggested that a paragraph 8-type
approach would 'be better, that is, that-the SVEs
should be subject to the same' tariff reduction
formula as other developlng countries but that
they ~ould be allowed to, exempt more tariffs
from the formula. In informal consultations held
on 7 June, Norway suggested in a submission a
compromise that uses a paragraph 6 approach,
like the P~VEs, but would require them to bind
all their tariff lines at a single target tariff
average with minimum cuts on _individual tariff
lines. They would also have to make a minimum,
J ' '. I •

to-be-negotiated reduction, to each of their
individual tariff lines .

In response, the PSVEs tabled a' revised room',. . - -'
document on' 15 June that' reiterated their
support for a 'paragraph e-type approach, and
changes their scheme to a four-band reduction
obligation. It also would incorporate Norway's,
requirement of svEs to make a-minimum, to-be-
negotiated reduction to each of their individual
tariff lines. J

However, Uruguay and, Costa Rica' said they
preferred a' paragraph 8' approach, that would
have, the percentage of tariff lilies .slated for
lower, reduction and: exemption be higher for
SVEs than whatever is eventually agreed for all
,developing countries, ,a(lowing 'them to' shield
,relatively more tndustrtal products from tariff
cuts. Apart from these products, SVEswould be
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subject to the overall tariff reduction formula.
Other Members said that SVEscould, along these
lines, both exempt some products entirely from
tariff cuts and subject other to partial tariff cuts.

However, in marked contrast to earlier meetings,
the question of the eligibility criteria drew less
fire, suggesting that the relatively inclusive
trigger ,-- which would include some 103 WTO
Members -- had brought on board the relatively
large developing countries and particularly Latin
American Members, who had earlier been afraid
of being excluded from access to the new rules;
This marked a significant step forward, for the
PSYEs, who had for years .been battling about'
how to trigger their S&DT. While .the decision,
to halt WTO negotiations at end-July 2006 put
a damper" on, plans to clarify the exact nature
of the, S&DT in, NAMA, or extend the criteria to
other negotiations, the-meeting left a relatively
'promising note to, end the eligibility debate.

Negoti~tions in agriculture

The PSVEshave submitted two proposals to the
Committee on AgriCulture Special Session -- one
on 11 November 2005 (TNI AG/GEN/11) and
one on 31 May 2006 (JOB(06)/164). The former
,defines SVEs as non-LDC WTO Members with an
average share of world merchandise exports of
less than n.10 percent, while the latter uses the
three trade share criteria ~entioned in the NAMA
proposal and explicitly says that the criteria
for identifying SVEsshould be the same in both
negotiating areas. As regards the S&DT.to be
delivered, the former says that SVEswould cut
their tariffs at least 10 percent and not more than
15 percent' per tariff line, and that SVEswould
be able to self-designate speciat products that
would .then be exempted form tariff reductions
and tariff rate quota commitments. The May 2006
proposal repeats the S&Dr modalities from, the
previous proposal" and explains that SVEs need
this treatment because, amongst other things,
the size of their economies, exposure to natural

, shocks, dependence on a limited number of goods
, or markets and geographical disadvantages.

Negotiations on fisheries

A sub-set of PSVEscatting themselves the "small
vulnerable coastal states" on 13 September
2005 submitted a proposal on fisheries subsidies
disciplines being negotiated in the Negotiating
Group on Rules (TN/RLlGEN/57/Rev.2) that
says that development assistance to developing
coastal states, assistarice to artisanalor small-
scale fisheries, fees as part of fisheries access
agreements and 'fiscal incentives' to develop
the capacities of small vulnerable coastal states
should be exempted from any future disciplines
on fishieries subsidies. ,Since that time, when
some Members' criticised the proposal for not
sufficiently' defining the exemptions 'being
requested, they have engaged with the LDCs
and others to better define the exemptions to
the fishery subsidy disciplines, most notably for
artisanal, small-scale and/or subsistence fisheries
(see I(STD paper .on the issue, forthcoming).
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Subsidies and Countervailing Duties

On 12April 2006, the PSVEsmade a submission to
the Committee on Subsidies and Countervailing
Measures requesting that Article 27.4 of the
relevant A~reemEmt, which allows .extensions to
exemptions from the disciplines on subsidies, be
changed to allow such extensions until 2018 (GI
SCM/W 1535)~ Their request was granted. .

Services

In November 2005, the PSVEs tabled a broad; .'
generalised proposal to the Council for Trade
in Services Special Session calling for issues of
concern to SVEsto be addressed satisfactorily in
the services negotiations. As a result, in the Hong
Kong Ministerial Declaration of December 2005,
the Services Annex says that "due consideration
shall be given to proposals on trade-related
concerns of small economies".

Domestic Regulation

Building on the mentions of specific services-
related flexibilities the submission made to the
CTD-DS in May 2005 (WT/COMTD/SE/W/13), on
2 May 2006 the PSVEsmade a detailed proposal
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to the Working Party on Domestic Regulation
that lists specific recommendations for the

. disciplines to be developed for measures relating
to qualification requirements and procedures,'
licensing requirements' and, procedures and
technical standards. For the most part, the rules
suggestedwouldapplytoallWTOMembers, though
.suggested flexibilities aimed at development
objectives (such as implementation periods and
technical assistance) Would be targeted directly
at (as yet undefined) SVEs.

Trade Facilitation

On 6 July 2006, a sub-set of the PSVEssubmitted
a proposal to the Negotiating Group on Trade
Faciliation, underscoring their repeated mention
of the importance of these. talks to the i'~terests
of SVEs.(TN/TF/W/129). Theproposal, similarly
to the adrninistrattve proposals considered in the
CTD-DS,seeks explicit recognition thata regional
enquiry point for a. group '~f countries would
fulftl trade facilitation obligations, notifications
and information provision requirements. It also
calls for longer implementation time periods and
technical assistanc~. '.



, countries; i.e.vthe countries that would access
the additional S&:OTbenefits associated to each
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3. FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS FROMA POLICY-O~IENTED EXERCISE
ON THE SVEs, USINGTHE SITUATIONAL APPROACH TO S&[)T

• r

competitiveness. The studies led to defining nine involved in the latter situations .
.different situations and to conducting simulation
exercises on the corresponding lists of eligible Section 3.3 is dedicated to the additional S&:OT

benefits involved in the SVE and SREsituations.

In previous sections of this paper we. have seen
how the SA has been conceived. to pursue a
development-oriented improvement of the S&:OT

. regime, responding to 'the Doha mandate on
S&:OTin general, avoiding further differentiation
amongst developing countries and' aiming at
maximising access to relevant S&:OT for all
developin,g,countries and uxs.

We have also seen how the negotiations on the
SVEsprogramme of work mandated in paragraph
35 of, the Ooha declaration started showing
sorrie progress in"NAMA and the CTD -OS. This
progress is to a certain. extent' associated to .

. the proponents progressively leaning towards
a Characteristic-based Approach (CBA): ~hich
aims at addressing the SVEs problems 'of
competitiveness and vulnerability with targeted
solutions. These, solutions would 'be triggered by
means of thresholds established .on the bases
of statistic indicators that should represent
smallness and vulnerability .. However, although
the CBA has gained some support, there are still
claims about coherence and alleged arbitrariness
of the indicators, as well as about the links
between characteristics and problems, on the
one hand, and between problems and proposed
S&:OTsolutions, on the other.
'., .

Although the SAis different from the CBAadopted
by the SVEs - most notably, the first aims to .. '. ".

provide a framework for all S&:OTat the WTO,
while the latter focuses on the SVEs- they share
in common the princtple of delivering specific
is&:OT through data-based triggers to address a
particular. set '()f characteristics that create a .
particular development situation.

The studies on the SAconducted by ICTSOaddress
in a systematic manner the charactertstics of 155
developing countries and LOCsand the relations
existing between those.characteristics and the
problems they face in relation to agricultural
trade and rural development, vulnerability and •

. . .
situation. The possible solutions to the problems
and constraints in each situation, which involve
S&:OT in trade rules, 'were also systematically
studied. The conclusions of the studies point
at the value that could be added by the SA to

. the arguments of developing countries in the
negotiations on S&:OT in general, and' the SVEs
programme of work in particular.

This chapter. is dedicated to discussing the
results of the S&:OT studies conducted on the
vulnerability of small economies, as well as on
competitiveness situations which affect many
developing countries, including the SVEs, for'
which it is organised in four sections.

S~ction 3.1 discusses the relationships existing
between characteristics and development
problems of the SVEs, using evidence from the

'. literature and from systematic assessments and
statistical' tests conducted' directly by I~TSO,
.based on a battery of trade and development
indicators that the centre prepared for this
purpose. The conclusions of this section have,
two focuses. The first is clarifying the' extent
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to which the SVEsconform a group of countries
that have relevant common features in terms of
development and trade. the second is how to
best define the lists of countries-that should have
access to additional SEt:DTbenefits in situations
on vulnerability and. competitiveness of small'
economies (Situations SVEand SRE).

Section 3.2 discusses the lists of. eligible countries
resulting from the simulations initially made on
the SVE.and SREsituations. It shows that all SVEs
participate in the lists of eligible countries of these

-,two situations, and that most SVEsalso participate
in the lists corresponding to other· situations on
competitiveness (namely situations COM·1through
COM-4). This means in practical terms that the SVEs
would also have access to the additional benefits

,.
.u
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These benefits are explicitly derived from the .on vulnerability' 'and the links between trade,
consideration of policy actions that countries competitiveness and resilience of the SVEs.They
in the situations could implement to cope with .' also suggest conducting case studies in various

3~1 .Links Between .Characteristics of Situations andTrade-Related
DeveloDment Problems in the SV~s

those of other developing countries; and what
'are the explanatory connections between the
characteristics of the SVEsand the existence of' The first conclusion is that, using a- rational
the problems they experience. - combination of indicators (various and not just

one determinant) leads to a.robust statistical

, The arguments' of the PSVEs,have evolved from ,confirmatioA of the existence Of, a particular'
the linear relationship between smallness, on disadvantaged situation, of . the SVEs. The

their particular constraints and problems. In
other words, this sectiorl' discusses the links', ,

betweenproblems and Sf.tDT'solutions.,
, ,

'Finally, conclusions and recommendations on
future policy-research activities related to 5VEs
are given in. section 3.4. The recommendations
point at, undertaking further 'res~arch that
would: help improving the basic data, secondary, ~
indicators a~d analytical instruments' that
could be useful. to 'enhance .the knowledge

One of the main Issues for both the CBA and
the SA in 'the Case, of the SVEs' is' to clearly
demonstrate the links that exist between'
the charactertstics of' these countries, such
as smallness or remoteness, on the one hand, . '
and the development constrairits that they
allegedly experience for fully benefitlng from
their integration in global trade, on the other.
,Two questions are repeatedly asked about
.these links: to what extent SVEs face trade-
related development problems that differ from

the one hand and competitiveness or volatility
problems, on the other, to a more comprehensive
explanation on the combined and .cumulative
influence of several characteristics which are
unique of theSVEs on the trade and development
outcomes of their integration. However, robust'
proofs of' the existence' of these links 'have
been missing so far, parttcutarty proo,fs of ~he
non-existence of 'equivalent links ~between
characteristics of the rest of the, developing "
countries and competitiveness problems that'
they ~as the ~VEs- face.

Almost' all arguments and evidence on these '
kinds of links found in the literature are based .on

'~ .
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small' .and vulnerable countries, aiming at
learning ,lessons of experiences, and identifying
opportunities' for Aid for Trade support,

, .
addressing the reduction of vulnerability and

, the enhancement of resilience through trade
and .competitiveness-related' measures., A
cooperationprogrerrime between the SVEgroup,

, ,

the International Strategy for Disaster Reduction '
(UN-ISDRJand the ICTSDis suggested as a means
to implement the ~ecommendations.

.,
, , analysis of the variables taken one-by-one, and not
. .constdering whole setsof characteristics orvariables
. determining the problems of competitiveness,
trade marginalization, etc. .. Both the arguments
in favour and those against SVEsallegations are

, usually supported in this manner.

This section shortly' discusses evidences on
the commented links, including 'the results, of
statistical- tests of hypotheses that the ICTSD
conducted, ,arriving to three fundamental,

, conclusions.

, counterpart .of this conclusion is that analyzing
variables in an isolated waY does not allow
properly assessing ,the issues of srnallness,
'vulnerability and remoteness in the context of
trade and, development.

The second conclusion, derivedfrom the first,
has very practical consequEmc~s: ,the definition
of the lists of countries . in. the situations of

, smallness and vulnerability must be based on
,- .', . \

.combining thresholds on various characteristics
and problems, .and not on only one or a few
characteristics ..

Finally, the third conclusion refers to the fact
that 'development situations involve relative



comprehensive trade and development
constraints of SVEs
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Table 3.1 Features Characterizing Small, Vulnerable And Remote Economies According
To The Proponents Of The SVEWork Programme (PSVEs)

01 02 03
FEATURES SMALLNESS VULNERABILITY REMOTENESSI

ISOLATION

LMS LSIC ETRS ENH LER ETLC

1 Exposure to economic conditions in rest of the x
world

2 Small domestic market and high dependence on x x
exports

3 limited diversification possibilities x x

4 Dependence on a narrow range of products x

5 High volatility of prices x

6 Market thinness x

7 Peripherality I Physical isolation and remoteness x

8 High per unit transport costs x

9 Marginalization x

10 Uncertainties of supplies x

11 Need to keep large quantities of stocks x

12 Trade vulnerability x

13 High dependence on trade taxes x x

14 Vulnerability of domestic industries x x

15 Dependence on trade preferences x

16 Proneness to natural disasters x

17 limited ability to exploit economies of scale x x

18 limitations on domestic competition l

19 Difficulties in absorbing foreign direct investment x x

20 limited investment opportunities x x

21 limited possibilities for investment in x x
communication services

22 Dependence on external finance x

23 Dependence on Remittances x

24 Legal problems caused by rights of passage over x
the territory of coastal transit states

25 Legal problems caused by the access to marine x
resources under the International Law of the Sea

Source: Baritto (2007), Table 5. CalCulations and adaptations based on McKellar et al (2000); FTAA(2002); Witter
et al (2002); Grynberg and Remy (2004); IDA (2004); WTO (2006).

Notes: LMS = Limited Market Size; LSIC = Limited Saving and Investment Capacity; ETRS= Exposure to trade-
related shocks; ENH = Exposure to natural hazards; LER = Low economic resilience; ETLC = Extreme transport
and logistic costs.

disadvantages of countries in the particular
situation vis a vis the rest of the countries. The
thresholds must not be arbitrarily defined but take
in account th~ relative position of the country
under analysis in the whole set of developing
countries and/or the whole WTO membership
according to the variables considered.

The lack of explanatory power of variable-
by-variable intents of explanation of the

Without claiming to be exhaustive, the
information in Table 3.1 is a summary of the main
problems that proponents of the SVEprogramme
of work (PSVEs)claim the SVEface, which in turn
is a kind of X-ray of its main distinctive features
in accordance with their approach.
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In addition, to the list of problems, and
characteristic, features set .out in Table 3,1,
an argument' put forward by the PSVEs is the
cost of access to andparticipation in the WTO
which, according to Langhamrner and Mathias
(2001), should not be underestimated but rather
, regarded as an important limiting factor for the
small economies. On the other hand, as argued
, ' ,

by McKellar et al (2000)20low economic growth is
a problemcharacteristic of the SVEs.

III general terms it, would seem that everyone
shares the, conception ,that the proponents
of the SVE programme really do have certain
disadvantages an'd that they really require S&DT,

" but in practice they have been tryi~g in vain for '
longtime to have their particular characteristics'
and limitations understood. To a large extent
it is possible that this situation is due to the
evidence of a cause-effect relationship between
size, vulnerability, remoteness a~d economic and
trade performance not being at all conclusive. ,
On the contrary, .the evidence tends to be

, 'ambiguous or contradictory,

'It has been referred above that several other
developing countries have pointed out that most
of these, characteristics are hardly, specific to
SVEs - indeed, most developing countries have
such problerns.. The SVEs'argue that' they face
a combination, and intensity of several of these
factors,' making them particularly vulnerable ..

Two studies conducted by the WTO secretariat.
contradict ma~y of the arguments presented in
Ta~le 3.1 (seeWTO, 2004a and WTO; 2004b). In
WTO (2004b), using population size and market,
share as indicators; -a set of. isolated tests are
presented, the results of which are summarized
in Tables 3.2 and' 3.3.

As pointed out by UNCTAD (2006), " ...probably
no category of countries has ever been more'
commonly' misunderstood than, Small Island
Developing, 'States". This could perhaps
be extrapolated to the, case of landlocked
countries. '

", :

Table 3.2 Some Evidence In Favour Of The PSVEs' Arguments Found In The Literature,

I
f

Islands or landlocked countries showhiqher
'CIF:, FOB ratios in comparison with the other
, countries in the world.

ClF/FOB ratio: Geographic
disadvantages (Islands,
Landlocked, Others) ,

Supports the argument but
does not prove whether the
difference in the variables
(ClF: FOB ratio, openness) is
stqnificant.between the groups
of countries analyzed or the
ranges of market share and
population compared:',

Small economies (assessed by market share)
show higher CIF:FOB ratios in comparison with
the other countries in the world,

(IF-FOB ratio: Market share

Small economies (assessed by population ,
size) are more exposed to international trade
(greater openness), '

WTO'
(2002b) Openness: Population

Small economies (assessed by market share)
tend·to have higher transport costs. ,

'Supports the arqument.and
the difference between the
variables analyzed (CIF:'
FOB ratio, openness, trade
concentration.and number "
of exported products) by
population and market share
wouldseemto be statistically
highly signi,ficant, although
the correspondinq statistical
proof is not presented in the
document. '

ClF/FOB ratio: Market share

Small economies' (assessed' by population size)
tend to be more open to international trade,
and are therefore more exposed.

Openness: Population

Small economies (assessed by population size) ,
have a high, concentration on their export lines',
so they are more fragile.

, ,
Trade concentration:
Population

Jansen
(2004) Small economies (assessed bvpopulanon size)

'tend to depend significantly on a small numtier
of exported cornmodltles. '

Number of exported
products: Population

Source: Bar.itto (2007), Table 6.
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Small economies have more volatile exports
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Table 3.3 Some Evidence Against The PSVEs' Arguments Found In The Literature

'I
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• 0, '. RELATIONSHII:' STUDIED '

Volatility ofexports earnings:
Population "

- Contradictory -

Volatility of GOP:"Population
- Contradictory -GOPper capita:" Population"WTO"

" (2002b)

Small economies have more volatile GOP -Contradictory - .
Small economies. have more volatile income

Growth of GOPper capita: Population

- Contradictory -GOPper capita: Population

- Contradictory -Jansen
(2004)

.Terms of trade volatility: Population'

Source: Baritto (2007), Table 7.

An initial observation. to. be made on. the
information set out in Tables 3.2 and 3.3 is
precisely that these cannot in any way be.

"regarde~ as sufficiently robust proofs of .the
conclusions offered by the authors on the issues
under analysis. On the one hand, because they
are simply a set of analyses of isolated variables
on issues that would seem to be characterized
by adverse combinations of factors and, on
the other hand, because the tests are not
'accompanied by a systematic analysis of the
statistical sighificance of the differences found
.{to.what extent a difference can be considered .
important).

It must be added to these comments that there is
not even a consensus on the meaning of the "size"
of an economy, regardless of the factthat various
indicators have been proposedtpopulation, GDp,
share of international trade, surface area, etc.).
On this point, for an appropriate definition of
size, consideration should be given to' what was
stated in the literature review conducted by
WTO (2002a): " ... an appropriate definition of
size shou.ld take account of a variety of/actors,
induding: population, per capita income and
income distribution. Indeed, a very poor country

.Small economies tend to have low growth
in per capita income - Contradictory -

Small economies tend to have lower per
capita income "
Because small economies' exports are
highly concentrated, they also face high

. volatility in their terms of trade .

can have a very .l~r~e popu.lation and be a smati
. market owing to its .limited potential demand"
(WTO 2002a). . .

The variable-by variable analyses carried out by
ICTSDfor SIDSand landlocked countries confirm
some apparently distinctive· features of these

.. groups. The most striking differences were found
in the concentration of their exports, which
confirms that to a large extent these countries are
highly reliant on very few.export lines and very
few market destinations, compared with the rest
of the world. This could make them particularly
fragile. In line with the information reported in
several studies (Jansen 2004; WTO 2002a; WTO
2002b), the analyses also demonstrate that
transport costs (expressed .in terms of shipping
costs = CIF:FOB ratio -1) are another distinctive
feature, especially for landlocked countries. The.
most significant differences found refer to the
proportion of services in gross domestic product,
particularly marked in the case of SIDS.

However, asTable 3.4 shows, the results obtained
suggest that many of the ambiguities found when

. comparing the arguments of the SVR countries.
with the information reported persist.
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Table 3.4 Empirical Evidence Assessed By ICTSD In Relation To PSVEs A~guments '
, '

_'
" ' HYPOTHESISBASEDON,"

',YA~!ABLE[PROXY"
"
FEATURE . ARGUMENTSOF SVR ' RESULTS,CONCLUSIONS

.: P'ROPONENTS ",

L Exposure to SIDSand landlocked countries' , ,

economic Openness to trade (X+M)/ are more exposed to - Contradictory "-

conditions in the GDP international trade (they would ' On average, SIDSare moreopen, but

rest of the world therefore be more vulnerable to the d,ifference is not significant.
_. chanqes in the world economy).

, - Confirmed -

SIDSand landlocked countries Thereare no appredable differences

2. Dependence on a tend ,to depend on very few ' between SIDSand landlocked .
Herftndahl-Hlrschmann countries, but the difference between.narrow range of Index by export, lines export lines and their basket them and the rest-of the world Isproducts , ' of exports is therefore highly significant. Proponentstend onconcentrated. •average to have medium to high'

,
"

concentration values (HHx ,> 0.4). ,
, '- Confirmed ~, ,

3. Dependence on Herfindahl-Hirschmann Exports by SIDSand The behaviour is similar to the'

a few-market: Index by market 'landlocked 'countries tend 1:0 concentration of export lines.

destinations 'destinations
, be concentrated in very few Proponents tend on average to have

market destinations. mediumto high concentration by
" destination (Hl-lrnd > 0.4):

: - Confirmed -
Since SIDSand landlocked There are very significant differences

4. Transportation Shipping Costs, countries are more remote, between both groups and the rest
they havehiqher transport of the world. However, landlockedcosts SC'= CIF:FOB - 1 cost's, so limiting their countries have a fairly wide range of
competitiveness. " variation (some have very high values

, , 'and other very low ones)., '

Exceedance Ann~af , - 'Contradictorv _;
5. Proneness Probability of disasters Based on 'historical records, No significant differences-are observed

to disaster~ producing D+H+I <!: ' SIDSand landlocked, countries, in the probability associated with SIDS
involving natural; O.04:percent of total .are more' prone to natural and landlocked countries and the rest
hazards population (D=Deaths; , 'disasters. ' , of the world. The variation is very wide

H=Homeless; 1=lnjured) in each case.'
- Purchasing power of -: Contradictory -

r SIDSand landlocked countries
, 6, Highly volatile exports volatilitvas are subject to verv high No significant differences are

prices standard deviation of volatility of exports' purchasing observed. The variation is very wide, '
annual relative changes, \ ' , ' l "'. especially for SIDSand landlocked
. (1980-1997) , power . countries.

, , - Contradictory -'

'Export volatility asthe '. No significant differences are,

standard deviation of SIDSand landlocked countries observed. In this case SIDS have the
7. Export volatility , annual relative chances have very high export volatility. 'highest variation. On average the rest

.' (1980':199'7) , of the world tends to have higher,
.. export voiatility, but the differences

, observed are not significant.

, ' '-' Contradictory "-

Income volatllttv as the
S]DStend to have hlqher income

SiDS'and lahdlocked, countries volatility than landlocked countries,

8. Inco~e volatility Standard deviation of have very high income'
, and they have a ,higher value, than the,

annual relative changes rest of the world: However, 'the range
(1980-1997) volatility. ' . of variation observed in the first two

, " means that the differences ,are not
" siqnificant,

- Contradictorv .,

Output volatility as the ' As for income, SIDS tend to have

standard deviation of , SIDSand landlocked countries higher .GDPvolatlllty than landlocked
9. Output volatility annual relative changes havevervhiqh GDP volatility. countrles.iand they have a higher value

" than the rest of the world. However". (1980-1997)
the, differences observed are not -c,

significant.

- Confirmed>

" There are very significant differences
" between SIDS, landlocked countries

10. GDP reliance on 'Services as percentage ,SIDS tend to be more reliant on and the rest of the world. SIDSare
services ofGDP ,- services. the group most reliant on services

\
" (63.1percent ± 4.05percent). This

\
behaviour is characteristic of all
islands viewed as a whole.

-'

Source: Baritto (20~7) Table 8:
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The expounding power of a set of variables
acting together:' the Situational Approach

With the aim of examining ,the explanatory
power of aset of variables acting together on the
countries in the SIDSor landlocked categories,
statistical tests were conducted by ICTSD on
155 developing countries and LDts for the two
cases under study, using binomiatprobit models.
The test consists, in simple terms, in trying to
reproduce the list of the SIDS, on the one hand,
and the. list of the landlocked countries, on the
other, making use of a set of variables.

The results of the tests can be considered
conclusive.Jn both cases": Both lists can be
reproduced within acceptable limits" of error
using several characteristics of the countries
stu'died. In the case of the landlocked countries
the quality of the results, is affected by the lack
of data of an important number of countries.

, For the SIDS the best global binomial. .probit
model has an explanatory power of 88 percent.
Applied to the 155 countries, Only 11 countries
are wrongly classified as SIDSand 8 are wrongly
classified as non-SIDSY All the variables report a
direction (sign of coefficient) which is coherent
with the hypotheses stated i'nitially.

The factors having a significant or very significant
impact in confirming the SIDS sit~ation are: i)
proportion of services in' GDP; ii). exceedance
'annual probability of natural disasters producing
(Death +Homeless +Injured) over 0.04 percent of
total population; and iii) population (number of
inhabitants). The rest of the variables studied,
although their behaviour coincides with the
expected direction, do not have a significant
effect. Incorporating the EVI composite index by
Briguglio (2003) into the model, the explanatory
power increases significantly, from.88 percent to.
95.7 percent. However, the EVI is only available
for 69 countries, for which it was ruled out of
the model. '

For the landlocked countries, although the model
as a whole shows a significantly high goodness
of fit (accuracy of estimates 93 percent), we
also observe that the human development index
appears as the most relevant explanatory factor,
which prevents drawing moreconcreteconclusions

in terms of cause-effect relationships. However,
the model reproduces the list of landlocked

, .

countries with only 3 out of 87 countries wrongly
classified as landlocked and 4 out of 13 wrongly
classified as non-landlocked. 23

How to best address the preparation of lists of
countries in the situations

On the basis of the above commented results,
some general conclusions can be drawn to
support the selection of variables to be applied .
in the definition of lists of countries in the
situations related to smallness, vulnerability and
remoteness'.

In the first place, it is clear that analyzing
variables in an isolated way does not allow
properly assessing the. issues of smallness,.
vulnerability and remoteness in the context
of trade and development. However, from the
variable-by-variable assessments, four factors
appear with a large influence in characterislng
the SIDS cluster of countries, namely: i)
concentration by export lines; ii) concentration
by destination; iii) shipping costs and, iv) the
proportion of services in GDP..

. AdditIonally, from the analysis made of the
SIDSusing a binomial probit model, population;
exceedance .annual probability (DHI z 0.04
percent) and the proportion of services in GDP
result factors of most relevance. Landlocked
countries present serious problems of data,
limiting the possibility of reaching' more solid

, . '

conclusions with' the same ease as for the
SIOS.24

-
Considering these findings, it is judged advisable
to use a sufficiently rational combination of the'
indicators mentioned. previously, .and others
c~mmented ,below, in. a systematic method
which would lead to defining the lists of
eligible countries in these situations. The list of
countries in these situations should be prepared
combining three lists (a combination of the three
main characteristics so far highlighted), those
representing the circumstances associated to
smallness (a), vulnerability (to) and remoteness
(p). Considering that there are robust links
between these factors and other specific
variables representing trade circumstances,
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Figure 3.1 Basic Logic Followed In Identifying The Lists Of Countries In The Situations

in preparing each the three lists a, 00 and p,
various indicators should be considered."

Accordingly, the relevant combinations for the
purpose of preparing the lists of eligible countries
would be: i) small and vulnerable (am); ii) small
and remote (op): and iii) small, vulnerable
and remote (amp). The first combination is
meant to reflect the special situation of the

Individual sets {a, w, p}

Applying this method implies individually defining
the three main sets indicated in Figure 3.1 as
{a, 00, p} and then identifying the intersections
referred to above. 26

From the outset, it is important to stress that
all the subsets of countries to be defined as
eligible to additional saOT benefits should share
the common criteria of including limitations
associated with market share, in order to ensure
that no large distortions in international trade
were generated by the use of flexibilities in
rules by the beneficiary countries. Market share,
on the other hand could be used as one factor
expressing the size of the economy.

Population should be used as the main indicator
to characterize the size of the economy (as
is normal practice in the literature), but
introducing combinations with per capita income
(or with per capita GOP) in various ranges, to

35

SIOS and other developing countries and LOCs
living similar circumstances mainly associated
to smallness; the second the landlocked
countries and other developing countries and
LOCs living circumstances associated with very
high transportation costs, while the last is what
has been termed the "worst case", i.e. the one
in which all three adverse factors and their
circumstances are present at the same time.

Resulting subsets {a" liI ", P ", om, ap, wp, Oti7p}

Small and Vulnerable
economies

fjJ

+

Small and Remote
economies

p + Vulnerable and
Remote economies

incorporate the concept of purchase power.
These combinations would allow considering the
extremely small economies regardless of the per
capita income, and at the, same time prioritizing
social vulnerability associated to low incomes
and limitations of scale in the case of medium
size countries. Three ranges were chosen for the
simulation exercises of the two situations that
followed (SVE and SRE), and a similar approach
in which population and per capita GOP are
combined is suggested for conducting other
simulation exercises: (i) population not exceeding
15 million referring strictly to countries with low
income; (ii) population not exceeding 10 million,
referring only to countries with medium and
low incomes; and (iii) population not exceeding
5 million."

Since concentration of exports (by market
destination and export lines) individually show
certain Significant differences in relation to
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the rest of the world, ideally it should also
be reflected in the characterization criteria,
but rather amongst the factors determining
vutnerability, in this, case in terms of the fragility
associated with economic conditions beyond the
control of the countries.

"

Indicators of other trade-related problems'
faced by, these countries may be. associated in
clusters around the three main characteristics
(smallness, vulnerability and remoteness), in
order to initially identify the <1, to and p subsets,
which would be combined in a later stage (see
Box 3.1 in the, following section),

3.2 Lists of Countries in the Situations: Results of the Initial Simulations

Multiple simulation exercises involving
vulnerability <and .competitiveness problems of

, small economies (SVf::and SREsituations) were
conducted in the studies, from which some results
are commented below. The simulations made
use of models, and a battery of 139 indicators '
that were developed by the I(TSD, which cover
155 countries. These models and indicators are
at the disposal of any WTO delegations that
10Uld be interested in simulating additional
sets of criteria to explore new situations or fine-
t~ne the lists of eligible countries. The results
presented below show that all the LD(s would be '
covered by the additional benefits of the SVEand
SREsituations; that 37 of the countries eligible
to the two situations would also benefit from at
least one situation; on competitiveness and 23'
would benefit from at least two of them.

Empirically-supported lists of countries in the
SVE and SREsituations

Two situations involving the' characteristics and
problems of the SVEshave been considered using
the following criteria:

• Small and Vulnerable Economies SVE
,(am: mp and aWpl: a situation combining
smallness (0-) - ordinarily associated with
high volatility and low resilience - with nigh
vulnerability, to external shocks and/or
natural disasters (to), including or not the
circumstance in which high transportation
costs (remoteness p) are implied; and

• Small and Remote Economies SRE' (ap)'
a circumstance combining both smallness
(<1) and a remote location (remoteness p)
which implies' hightransportation costs.

Box 3.3 Criteria And Indicators Used In Defining Lists Of Developing Countries In The Bask
Simulation of Situations SVE and SRE

The process used to define the lists of the two situations was to formulate partial lists of small
countr.ies (<1), vulnerable countries (to); and remote countries (p) in order to then combine them
to form the lists of small and vulnerable economies (om: top and omp) and of small and remote

I

The size ofthe, population and the economy, and the participation in global export markets are
taken as a basis 'for st~tistically defining Smallness. A total of 63 developing countries and LD(s are
included in list <1 of small countries.

The list of vulnerable countries (to) comprises 70 developing countries and LD(s. It is formed from
the union 'of four partial lists X; 8; E and y, each of which focuses on groups corresponding to
particular vulnerable circumstances. Thus, list X incorporates countries with low or middle income

economies (op).

The Smallness list

The list of vulnerable countries '

-:

, /

,I
,I
l
f

1

II,
I
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Box 3.3 continued

that exhibit natural risk indicators; volatility or exposure to pnce shocks with values that' place
" .thern in the bottom 50percent situation (below the median) of all the, WTO ine~ber countries.

List 8 focuses on countries with limited populations, which also-show very high risk indicators
concentrated primarily in' disasters related to natural hazards. Finally, lists E .and y focus on very .
small countries with populations under 2 million and t million respectively. These are economies
in which the scale factor seriously affects' the institutional. and,' economic capacity to respond
,effectively to high-risk situations, or to, recover on their own from the damage of major disasters,
or to diversify exports or undertake comprehensive dis'~ster risk management programs in the areas
of productivity, trade, competitiveness or infrastructure policies.

Countries in the remoteness list
I

, _. . . _ . '. 1 •

List P of remote countries, that is countries Characterized by remoteness from markets in terms of
transportation costs, includes 46 developing .countries and LDCs. '

. . I .

Some comments on data related to remoteness and vulnerability fadors

The phenomenon of vulnerability - also associated with resiliency or capacity to recover - can have
many different causes and manifestations (e.g. risk of disaster related to natural factors; exposure,
to external trade shocks; Impact of disastrous events of any kin~ on GDP; volatility of the terms of
trade, of revenues from exports or of GDP), and there are no standard data covering the countries
in all of the situations, a,problem which is more acute for smaller countries. This requires the use
of several different indicators andsources in order to treat vulnerability satisfaC:to,rilY. " ' "
With respect to remoteness, the ICTSDstudies have relied primarily on data on the quotient of CIF,
and FOBprices, an indicator which does not exist for some small economies, so forcing the analysts
to make hypotheses and indirect inferences for those, la~dl0cked cQuntrie~ that are affected by the
'lack of data.

In addition to the basic list formulated· as described
in th~ Box, during 'the course of the study many
.sensitivity tests were .conducted; two of which,
introduced an additional, restriction of' o~ly
considering those countries that have shares below,
0.12 percent of the international export market."

available. In other words, all the LDCscan really
be considered to be in the situation .

',The sectors, shown in Figures 3.2 and 3.3
correspond to t'he f~llowing sttuations..

. . . .' .

Small and Vulrie~able Economies (SVE): In
the .option that limits the population to a
maximum of.15 million inhabitants (Figure,
3.2), 57 courltr!es qualify as SV~s. They
are.those listed In intersections am* (22),
mp* (2), o:wp* (30) and in sector m* (J).
It can be appreciated that the majority
of remote, countries, are also vulnerable
'(32 countries in intersections mp* and
amp~). If the upper limit for population is
lowered to 1omillion instead of 15 million,

, countries in the list are reduced from 57 '
to 44 as shown in Figure 3.7.,

• ,Small arid ,Remote Economies (SRE): Five
countries lo~ated insectors ap* (4) and p*

•
One-of-them, represented in Figure 3.2"maintains
the maximum population of 15' million; the
other -representedIn Figure' 3.3- reduces the
population ceiling to 10 million."

In principle, from the simulations performed,
we ' believe, that these two sensltiyity' tests
are, good. representations' of the combination
,of 'criteria that would have an opportunity for

~ consensus' amongst the developing countries
and L[)Cs i~" WTO. Note that of the 32 LDCs,

I '

only eight are exclude~ from the list. Of them, '
seven have populations above 15 million and for

• I - .' : - •

one (Guinea) the necessary information' is. not
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Albania; Guinea- ' St Vincent &
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(1), which do not show high vulnerability
levels. This total is reduced in one country
when limiting total population to 10
million inhabitants.

Given the fact that Figures 3.2 and 3.3 only
include small countries (populations under 15
million and 10 million, and shares under 0.12
percent of world exports) all countries in sectors
p* and p** must be considered small and remote,
and all countries in sectors m* and m** must be
considered small and vulnerable.

The remaining five countries (Brunei-Darussalam,
Guinea, Georgia, Namibia and Uruguay, in sectors
a* and a**) can only be considered small, and
would not qualify as either remote or vulnerable
countries and would not be included in the lists .
of the situations studied here.

Figure 3.2 Small, Vulnerable And Remote Developing Countries With Population Under 10 Million
Inhabitants And Exports Market Share Under 0.12%

0** (5)

Trinidad
& Tobago

Mauritania;
Sierra Leone

es:
111

Lesotho
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Figure 3.3 Small, Vulnerable And Remote Developing Countries With Population Under 15 Million
Inhabitants And Exports Market Share Under 0.12%
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SVEs in other competitiveness-related
situations' lists

COM-2 "Diversifying exports and strengthening
technological capabilities in mineral-dependent
economies", and 19 (49 percent) are on list
COM-3 "Deepening shallow productive-sector
development in manufacture". Thirty-seven (95
percent) would benefit from at least one of the
situations COM-1, COM-2 or COM-3; twenty-three
(59 percent) would benefit from at least two; and
four (10 percent) would be eligible to benefit from
all three.

Four situations on competitiveness and three on
agriculture and rural development were studied
in addition to situations SVEand SRE. From these
seven situations we highlight the competitiveness
situations designated COM-1 through COM-3 as
their respective lists include many countries also
included in the SVEand SRElist.

Of 39 .developing countries on the list shown in
Figure 3.2, 30 (77 percent) are also on the list of
competitiveness situation COM-1 "Severe supply-
side constraints found in low-income countries",
15 (38 percent) are on the list of situation

Situation COM-1: severe supply-side export
constraints found in weak economies

Countries that find themselves in this situation
show a very high export concentration on a few
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agricultural products' and / or manufactures with
lowadded value, a very small mternational market
share, low attractiveness to' foreign investment
except in the exploitation of a few natural-resource

, based, commodities, and a serious difficulty in ,
complying with international standards (e.g. ?PS).
Volatile export prices are also associated with this
situation.

volatility and reduced' power in international
negotiations. Additionally, these circumstances are
usually correlated to very low productivity andweak
productive 'linkages between exporters and the
rest of the economy, thus limiting trade spillovers
for job creation and income distribution.

Thirty-five countries are found to be in the situation,
as shown in Box 3.2, which also summarizes the

In all, these characteristics imply a strong trend of ,combination of criteria employed.
deteriorating terms of trade, a high level of growth,'

Box 3.2 List Of Developing Countriesln Situation COM-1 "Severe Supply-Side Exports Constraints
In Weak Economies"

Combining.three partial lists K, Land M produces the corriprehensive list of countries in the situation
characterized as "severe supply-side exports constraints in Iow-income countries"

, . '. , ;,' . ~

List K: A broad combination of constraints arid problems. ,

List K includes countries (withno limitation as to population size) simultaneously subject to ~ wide
variety of constraints, namely a low per capita income; a low share of international export markets;
and a high dependency on a few export lines with very low or no manufacturing content.

List L focuses on countries with a veryIow share of the international export market. Limits on
income levels are the same as in listK and no condition is imposed on population size.

List M: Small size of economy limits opportunities for diversification

Finally list M concentrates on very sma'll developing economies, 'a characte~istic which seriously
limits their capacities' to diversify orto improve their market shares.

Comprehensive list of countries fn the situation (35 countries) _

Albania; Antigua 8: Barbuda: Barbados; Belize; Bolivia; Botswana; Cuba; Dominica; Dominican
Republic; Ecuador; El Salvador; Fiji; Gabon; Ghana; Grenada; Guyana; Honduras; Jamaica; Kenya; -
Kyrgyzstan; Macedonia; Mauritius; Moldova, R. of; Namibia'; Nicaragua; Pakistan; Paraguay; Peru;
Sri Lanka; St Kitts a: Nevis; StLucia: St Vincent 8: the Grenadines; Swaziland, and Zimbabwe.

'. \

List L: Extremely low market shares

Situation COM-2: "Diversifying exports and
strengthening technological capabilities and
linkages in mineral-dependent economies"

This situation refers ~?countries that have a
high speciatization in commodities exports of
mineral' or hydrocarbons. Their indicators often
exhibit trade specializations in the export of
these mineral resources and in low-technology
manufactures based on them.

Two more or less generalized characteristics
of these economies are that the main export

sectors (i.e. hydrocarbons and mining) show a
, very high apparent productivity in coniparison

with other productive sectors, which explains a
, ,

permanent, tendency towards the overvaluation
of the domestic currency and serious difficulties
on the part of manufacturing sectors to become
internationally competitive; they also generate
a very small number of direct and indirect
employment opportunities, due to the scarcity of
the backward and forwardtinkages they establish
with the rest of the economy. Consequences of
these features are a high dependence on imports'
of all kind of goods and services to supply

1
1
I
I
i

I
1
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informal employment; and highly skewed mcorne
distribution. Box 3.3 shows the list of countries
resulting from the simulation of this situation, as
well as the criteria employed.

domestic demand (therefore resulting in' a
severely negative balance of non-mineral trade,
which becomes serious in' the low-price sector
of the cycles); high levels of 'unemployment and

. . .
Box 3.3 List Of Developing Countrtes In Situation COM":2 "Diversifying Exports And Strengthening

. Technological Capabilities And Linkages In ,Mineral-Dependent Economies" . .

\, . . . . . . -' ' ',. , . ,: .
.Combining the .criteria-O(·four lists 0, P,Q and R produces a comprehensive list of 32 countries in
this situation. .'

Four partial lists'

Criteria for inclusion of countries in the partial lists are a very high proporti~n' of exports made
of hydrocarbons, minerals and.their manufactures (List Q) and high concentration on a f~w' non-
agricultural export lines (List R). Countries with low or niiddle incomes according to the W~rld Bank
are grouped In list 0, and high-income countries are grouped in List P. In consequence, two subsets
can be identified in the list of eligible countries of this situation. Countries in subset 'PQRhave the
trade speclaltzation characteristics plus high income levels; coun~ries in subset OQRhave the same
specializations and medium or low income levels.

, Comprehensive list of countries in the situationI
!
I
I

.' .'. " . . .
Subset PQR (10 countries): Bahrain; Brunei-Darussalam; Chile; Kuwait; Oman; Qatar; Saudi Arabia;
Trinidad& Tobago; United Arab Emirates; Venezuela.' .

Subset OOR (22· countries): Albania; Bolivia; Botswana; Cameroon; Congo, R. of; Colombia; Costa
Rica; Dominica; Ecuador; Egypt; Gabon; Ghana;, Guyana; Kyrgyzstan; Mauritiu~; Mongolia; Namibia;
Nigeria; papua-New Guinea; Philippines; Suriname; Swaziland.

. '. I :

Situation COM-): deepening "shallow productive.
sector development" in manufacture'

(e.g. that. complete the final phases of clothing
finishing with no. vertical integration into the
textile sector). BiJt examples can also be found
in specialist high-technology exports that are
not supported by internal chains of component
suppliers, either because these.chains were never
developed· or because they were 'destroyed in
the trade Iiberalization process (e.g, electronics'
assembly). Free-trade ~one subsidy regimes were
.assoctated with the origins of these exporting
models in many developing countries. These are

"to be eliminated in thenear future except in [DCs
and low-income countries. Additionally, in both
'these cases, labour costs and tax benefits would
give low-income. countries a(l advantage for the
location, of international assembly enterprises
aiming at international markets.'

A significant number of deve~oping countnes
export relatively high proportions of goods in
relation to their total exports .. However, many
of these' countries. have .at the same time a
permanent trade balance deficit in goods as well
as a low contnbution. from export to domestic
value added. and 'to stable and well-paid Job..., ,.

creation. This trade phenomenon occurs in
developing countries of different income levels
that have already engaged.in an industrialization
process, but have 'nonetheless been unable to
overcome «shallow. integration of production-
Circumstances, which in some extreme cases can
be limited to assembly of imported parts.

'\
\ .

( .
The most common examples of sectors involved'
in t~is .sttuatton are the low-technology "foot-
loose industries", i.e., industrial processes for.' -, .
final assembly of traditional goods for export

The list of countries. in this situation includes 27
developing economies, as shown in Box 3.4, with
the corresponding explanation of the criteria
employed.
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Box 3.4 List of Developing Countries In Situation COM-3 "Shallow Manufacture" .

Manufacture" situation.
Combining three lists T, U and V produces the comprehensive list of countries, in the "Shallow

. \

Common conditions in all lists:

All the partial lists have to meet three conditions: trade imbalance in goods, represented by a limit
on the quotient between exports and imports of goods; total share of tnternational market under a
certain ceiling; and an LIPper limit on the per capita GOP.

Additional conditions used to complete List T: high technology exports

The additional condition completing the pre-requisites for list T is' a relatively high proportion of
high-technology goods in total exports.

Additional conditions used to complete List U: low technology expo'rts

The additional condition completing the pre-requisites for list U is similar to that of list T, but
relating to low-technology manufacture exports.

Additional conditions used to complete List V: trade deficit and low incomes
"\

The conditions required for list V are completed by adding to the basic conditions the simultaneous
occurrence of the worst cases of a trade deficit in goods and the lowest per, capita GOP.

Comprehensive list of countries in the situation

Albania; Armenia; Belize; Costa Rica; Cuba; Dominica; Dominican Republic; Egypt; El Salvador;
Georgia; Grenada; Guatemala; Guyana; Honduras; Jamaica; Jordan; Macedonia; Moldova, R.. of;
Mongolia; Morocco; Nicaragua; Paraguay; Romania;,Sri Lanka; Tunisia; Turkey; Vietnam.

3.3 The Links between Problems,and Solutions and the Additional S&DT
Benefits Involved in the SVEand SRESituations

In this section a. series -of policy actions that
could. be useful in addressing the problems

. and constraints of situations SVE and SRE are
illustrated, indicating in each case the trade rules
where S&DT flexibilities might be necessary."
However, two introductory consideration's may
be important, before presenting the ideas on
additional benefits associated to the situations
designated as SVEand SRE.

First of all, policy actions, are the logic links
between the development. problems and the
S&Dr measures to be proposed. It is necessary
to demonstrate that the S&DT demanded is
instrumental to the policy actions and that
the latter contributes to solving the problems
concerned;, Policy actions should be sufficiently
focused in the problems. in order to maximize

. !

their effectiveness; .and. the 5&DT flexibilities
should be conceived as to limit negative spill
overs on trade partners.

Secondly, SVEs do have unique characteristics
and special circumstances, but those related
to competitiveness are not unique, they. may
be shared by many other developing countries
and LDCs; Negative reactions against the
SVE work programme must be expected from
numerous developing countries if the SVEsinsist
in demanding. special benefits on the basis 'of
allegedly "unique" competitiveness problems.·
In the ideas discussed below we make an effort.
in differentiating commonalities and .real ..

. differences or uniqueness of SVEs regarding the
needs for special supports:

,
j
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makes them more vulnerable to' reductions 'in
those tariff levels.
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The conclusion reached is that small countries
, , have, scale restrictions that 'can 'a~gravate the

, " The 'problems of trade and competitiveness in, constraints that' other developing countries
'which no differences are perceived are" amongst experience in trying to diversifyor to integrate
others, insufficient value added or' insufficient 'into their own economies the processing of their
processing of exports, insufficient links between commodities. If, in addition, they suffer from
export activities and the rest of the econorny, .' external shocks or frequent disasters, they face'
volatility in th~ price of exports, advantages or ' , ',even more severe constraints to preserve, any
disadvantages for attracting foreign investment, ,improvements 'in competitiveness that they may
Dr difficulties in overcoming problems relating to '. ,have achieved and to-recover from any.damage
international technical and health standards. suffered during disasters. The same can be said

for 'countries whose per 'uriit 'transportation
" I '

costs are in, fact much' higher than those of
the rest of the world and that in addition have

Commonalities and differences with other
developing countries

There is clear evidence that small countries face
certain particular obstacles to their benefiting
from .: integration into the global economy,

- but, there is also evidence that the 'size of'
the economy, its remoteness and insularity
do not by themselves explain the majority of
'the competitiveness constraints from which
countries of both pr:oponent groups suffer: (see
section .3.1), since these problems are.also found

, in many other developing countries.

Commonalities' between', SVEs and other
developing, ,countries in ' ' competitiveness,
constraints ' .,"

No Significant diff~renc.es have been found in '
characteristicsstronglyretatedtocompetitiveness,
between SID'S'and landlocked countries, on the'
one hand, and the rest of developing economies -
on the other, especially those that have been
characterized in this paper by the situations COM-
1 and COM-3 (see section 3.1). '

The real' differences based on smallness,
vulnerability and remoteness

,.
Small economies usually 'depend more' on
international trade-than othercountries, and are
more exposed to risks resi.:Jldngfrom external,
shocks .. In addition, .due to -their size relative
to the volume of trade, it is more difficult for
them to adapt to (or recover from) the damage
they suffer from shocks in their export prices, ,
or when they are subject to trade .remedies,
discriminatory, access to markets or sudden '
changes In trade rules. Alsobecause of their high
level of dependency, their fiscal earnings depend
to a great extenton import tariff revenues, whi~h

t,

In small countries" external trade or finance
.shocks and disasters involving natural phenomena
have, a greater impact. due to, the scale of the
economies, 'a~d there is empirical evidence that
these countries have less capacity to recover
from such damage (they, are less 'resilient).

, Compared to other developing countries, small
countries tend to have more limitedin~titutional
capacity to -formulate .and implement trade or

,produ'ctive development, diversification' and
competitlveness policies, to face an tnternational
trade dispute; or put into effect comprehensive
disaster .nsk management plans. On the other
hand, ,it is a statistically proven fact that SIDS
and landlocked countries face greaterconstraints
than' other developing coLintries due to certain

, traits, such as dependence on few products and
export markets, and- transportation costs that
they mu~t absorb in order to access international'
markets.

~ '. .

economic scales th~t prevent them from making
themselves, -the investnients - in logistics and
.infrastructure .: they would need to overcome
their disadvantages. Wbrse' yet is the' .~ituation
'in countries .that simultaneously meet the
three conditions - srnallhess, vulnerability arid
remoteness.

• • 1 .' -' .

These are the real reasons, that differentiate
, the two situations of SVE and SVR from those

.' '. .

circumstances of limited" competitiveness that
most developing' countries -experience. ' 'I~ ,is /
on these traits that .the policies that could be
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Table 3.5 Illustration Of Policy Actions Related To Competitiveness, And Trade-governed
Instruments For Their Implementation In Situations SVE & SRE

National policy Instruments32 International
Policy actlons31 Instruments"

CI S T PP IA DA MP

U-1; CL-1: Promote and support domestic supply
X X X X

capacity of goods and services incl. SMEchains

U-1: Negotiate improved access conditions to WTO
member country markets (e.g. duty-free; quota-free X
access for small economies' exports)

U-1; CL-1: Negotiate exemption of ASCM disciplines in
sectors of particular interest (e.g. fisheries in island X
states)

U-3: Increase compliance to international (technical,
X X X X Xhealth & environment) standards

U-3: Negotiate obligation of developed countries
in WTO to provide for technical assistance when X X X
establishing new standards (e.g. SPS)

ES-3: Enforce and monitor implementation of best
X X X X

environmental practices

U-1; CL-4: Extend X processing zones regime and
f\exibilities to enable coordinated transition; negotiate X X X X
extension of related trade disciplines.

CL-4: X subsidies fade out in coordination with
X X Xmeasures enhancing suppliers' capabilities

CL-2: Build dedicated infrastructure to support
X Ximproving export capabilities

CL-4: Negotiate limited tariff cuts in NAMA and
agriculture; modulate tariffs to improve labour content X X
in net trade balance (X-M)

SH-1: Training of personnel at all levels in productive
X ,X X Xsectors and auxiliary public agencies

SH2: Promote cooperation networks (e.g. cooperatives)
X X X Xto enhance local devt impact

CI: Conditional incentives, including incentive-based performance requirements; S: Subsidies; T: Import tariffs; PP: Preferences in
public procurement.Ls: International technical assistance; DA: Development assistance (net transfers); MP: Market accesspreferences.

useful and the considerations of S&DT that both
situations would deserve, should be based.

Ideas on additional S&DT benefits for countries
in the SVE situation

Due to the fact that countries in situations SVE
and SRE share many supply-side constraints
related to, competitiveness with those in
situations COM-1 and COM-3, some of the
policy actions and instruments are also shared.
However, international technical assistance (IA)
and international development assistance (DA)
are relatively more important in SVE and SRE.

The expected development of Aid for Trade
programmes in WTO would provide additional
resources for both purposes.

It can be seen in Table 3.6 that policy measures
relative to vulnerability and remoteness, as well
as to weakness of State organizations of SVEs
and SREs would depend to a large extent on
external support. In fact, given the small size
of these economies, even those with the highest
per capita GDp, they are extremely limited in
addressing their needs related to vulnerability
and resilience using their own resources.
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Table 3.6 lllustration Of Polky Actions Related To Vulnerability And Weakness Of Small
Economies, And Trade-governed Instruments For Their trnplernentatton In Situations SVE &' SRE

Trade-governed instruments.'
Policy. Actions .'

.'0., ...•. .•... CI,5 IA DA

X

X

X

X

X

X

. ,
X

Negotiate priority consideration to SVEsvulnerabllltv to disasters in development'
cooperation schemes, including in the IF'and Aid for Trade programmes, for '
developmerit financing and technical assistance .

X

Conduct recovery/reconstruction of assets damaged in disasters, incorporating
standards and best practices for. risk prevention . . . XX

Incorporate best 'practices for risk management in all areas of planninq:: mternatlonal ",
·finance; territorial & sectoral development; infrastructure;. investment projects
, proqrammlnq . . . '"

XX

Establish financial mechanisms.to 'support the 'recovery of priority areas, activities or ..
services from disastrous eve,nts'(funds and/or insurance) '.. " ... XX

In international trade and investment agreements limit exposure torisks of external
shocks, and ensure prompt access 'to safeguards to protect international reserves in .
cases of shocks as wellas in disasters " .

X

Negotiate· priority constderatlon. to remoteness of small ecorlomies in development
cooperation schemes, including in the-lf and Aid for Trade programmes, for
developmentftnanclnq and technical assistance' ".

X .X

lmplement'comprehensive institutional refcifms in trade-related services such as
logistics, and conduct investment in infrastructure and logistics, with the' Participation of X X
international OOA and private investors. .

·Negotiate and implement simplified procedures for implementing trade ..rules includi.ng
for notificatlon (e.g. antidumping; safeguards; ASCM; spsi .' . . , . X .X . . X

X X

spe~ial

.special

special .:

Increase anddeepenlnternatlonal technical assistance for preparation and,
implementation of. trade-supported strategies for development, as well as for
implementing 'Iogistics and infrastructure plans for trade support

Negotiate special (simplified and less onerous) conditions for 'dispute settlements' .
involving SVEsand·SREs(e.g ..Art 4 of DSU"substantial trade interest"; negOtiate rules
that incentivatlnq the use of mediators)' . . . .

· Promote participatlon of SVEs'and SREsin regional integration schemes, cooperation
agreements and,FTAs with other developlnq countries and lOCs; and negotiate
flexibillties to ensure WTO compatibility

Nego,tiaie conditions that facilitate the accession of SYEsand SREsto wro, and that'
ensure smooth transition ensuring those SVEs' accession' .. ,

CI: Conditional incentives, including incentive-based performance requirements; S:'5ubsidies; IA: International technical
qssistance; DA:Development assistance (nettransters). . . . .

.The Need ferAdditional Research on the Relations Existi.ng Between
,Vulnerability, Resilience and Competitiveness of Small and Vulnerable
Economies' .' . ,.'.

3.4

Knowtedge gaps' must be' filled to' allow. for
appropriate trade policies and trade-supported
sustainable development strategies' t~ '.be.. .

'.'implemented iii smalland vulnerable economies.
The lack of consistent and reliable data: on
v_ulnerability, impact of disasters and the tinks
between.these.two features and. the capacity to
recover' from shocks _(resilience)is more or less.
generalised amongst these countries.' In order

. .'
to put trade' liberalisation to work in favour .of :
reducing their vulnerability, strengthening their

resilience and improving their competitiveness,
there is a need to overcome this situation as
well as to assess the experiences of particular
countries to draw lessons that may help defining

, approprtate-strategies.

./ .

'Re~ponding to the above mentioned facts,
" •• 1 ' ,

the experience gained in the project on the
Situational Approach .to .S&OT has led the
researchers to propose a group of initial ideas
for a research programme.
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General objectives and institutional framework
of a research programme on Trade, Disasters
Risk Management and Competitiveness of SVEs

The initial ideas on the objectives of the research
programme on SVEspoint at enhancing knowledge
on the links between. international trade and'
competitiveness of these countries, on the one
hand, and their vulnerability' and resilience,
on the other. These ideas ultimately aim at .
supporting the development of .better policies

. and strategies for sustainable development of
SVEs, and to focus the attention of international
cooperation agencies' in priority areas, where the
positive impact of their support may' optimise
the achieyement of development goals. Disaster .. . '.
Risk Management (DRM) and Trade-supported
Strategies for Sustainable Development (TSDS)
would be twoever-presentstrategic considerations .
in implementing the research programme.

Executing the programme would need
integrating the. expertise and' institutional
networks of internatio~al organizations in
the fields of trade, sustainable development
and disasters risk management, as well as the
political support of the beneficiary countries and
financial cooperation from international donors.
A core group of these organizations, which would
undertake the programme's coordination.icould
be integrated by the Secretariat of the United
Nations '. International . Strategy for Disaster,

. Reduction (UN-ISDR)and the International Centre
for Trade and Sustainable Development (ICtSD),
with the support of the SVEgroup of countries.

Two lines of work are envisaged in the research
programme, based in concrete targets: improving
the. coverage and quality of basic data and
analytical instruments on trade, competitiveness,
disasters' impacts and recovery conditions of
small and vulnerable countries; and conducting
case studies in various countries.

Activities in the first track. would consist of
improving the quality and coverage of basic data
available and preparing a battery of secondary
.indicators on trade, competitiveness, disaster _
impacts and" vulnerability and resilience of'
small and vulnerable countries. They might also

. consider integrating the data bases of the UN-
ISDRSecretariat and the ICTSDon the mentioned
fields, to ia~ilitat~ their use in 'research and
policy formulation by all interested parties, .,' .

Activities in the second track would consist of
conducting case studies in various small and
vulnerable countries in Afriea; Asia and the
Pacific; Central America and the Caribbean;
and South America. These studies would aim
at assessing experiences. and learning lessons
on how trade and competitiveness policies,
on the one hand, and programmes focused on.
prevention and resilience building, on the other,
may be made mutually supportive. Results from
these case studies. may eventually identify
opportunities -and help preparing concrete
re'quest~,for Aid for Trade support, addressi ng the
reduction of vulnerability and the enhancement
of resilience through trade and competitiveness-
related measures:
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ENDNOTES'

The official mandates under the Doha Round within which the negotiations on SftDT are taking place that
affect both competitiveness and the vulnerability of small economies are basically paragraph 44 of the
Ministerial Declaration and the "July (August 2(04) Framework", and paragraphs 35 to 39 as well as annexF
of the Hong Kong Ministerial Declaration. The negotiationsrelatin'g to smallvulnerable economies also have
specific mandates in paragraph 35 of the DohaDeclaration, paragraph 1of the July Framework; paragraphs
21 and 4'1 and 'paragraph 8 of Annex C to the Hong Kong Declaration.

That .text says that "the trade-related issuesIdentffied for the fuller integration of small, vulnerable
economies, into' the multilateral trading system, should also be addressed, without creating a sub-
category of Members, as part of a work programme, as mandated in paragraph 35 of the Doha Ministerial
Declaration." - . . " " '

3
. -' .... \' ". . . .

Oneof the tests consisted, in simple terms, in trying toreproduce the list of the SID?, on the one hand" and
the list of the landlocked 'countries, on the other,' making-use of a set of variables. The. results of the tests
can be considered conctusive in both cases: Both Itsts can be reproduced within acceptable· limits of error
using several characteristics of the countries studied. For the SIDSthe best model has an explanatory power
of88percent or ,95.7 percent if the EVI composite index of Vulnerability is incorporated. For th~ landlocked
countries, although the model as a-whole showsa significantly high goodness of fit (accuracy of estimates 93
percent), it is also, observed that the human development index appears as.the most relevant explanatory

. factor, which prevents drawing more concrete conclusions in terms of cause-effect relationships.

4 Small and Vulnerable Economies SVE:' a situation combining smallness .: ordinarily associated with high
" volatility and low' resilience _ with high vulnerability to external shocks and/or disasters associated, to

natural hazards, including .or not the circumstance in which high transportation costs (remoteness) are
implied; and Small and Remote Economies, SRE : a circumstance combining both smallness and' a remote
location which-impltes ,high transportation costs.

5 Twelve countries share the characteristics of those in the list but have populations ranging between 10 and
15 million inhabitants: Angola, Burkina' Faso, Carnbodta, Cuba, Ecuador, Guatemala, Malawi, Mali, Niger,
Senegal, Zambia and Zimbabwe.

6 For a detailed discussion on the Trade-supported Strategies for Sustainable Development (TSDS),please
rfeter to the paper "Developing-Country Policy Issues in Reconciling .Trade Ltberalization and, Sustainable'
Development Goals" (Corrales, 2007).' '

"l' , . '. '.
For instance, diversifying production arid trade towards. higher value-added products (goods and services,
including environment and energy-related services), while at' the same time increasing employment
spillovers, and reducing heterogeneity in productivtties, may help to achieve higher rates of growth and
better sociat results with a lower intensity of natural resource exploitation.

7

8 The international strategy for disaster reduction (ISDR) has been. testing synthetic indicators of.economic
vulnerability tp disasters involving natural phenome-na, .using the ratios of thecumulative valuesof the
damage to the Gross Capital Formation. Monitoring of the indicator. shows that vulnerability is growing
for many small developing economies. Indicators on resilience are also being studied bY'ISDR,based on'
comparing the saving capacity ofa country with the .scate ot.the damage caused by toe typical disasters
that affect it.The saving capacity can in turn be expressed in terms of the sum of investment expenditure
and the trade balance (exports minus imports), highlighting a clear link between trade performance and
resilience (Miquilena, 2006). ,"

[
rJr

9 See section 2.2
. . . -'. ' .

, , .

10 Indeed, if a statistical exercise trying to reproduce the self-defined listof developing countries is undertaken,
the list can be replicated almost perfectly by putting together the lists of countries that depict at least one
of the following features: (I). their per capita GDP is below the average of all WTD countries; or (ii) export
concentration indexes by export lines are in the worst-off hatf of all WTD member countries (i.e. below

, the median); 0;' (iii) GDP volatility indexes are in the worst-off half of .att WTD members (i.e. above the"
distribution-median.' Ifthe developing countries' list is taken as the target list,' statistical error levels in this
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11 The per capita GDP and 'the export concentration index, if taken separately, do not reflect the "revealed
competitiveness" of countries. Coexistence of developing countries showing very high levels or high increase
rates of export market shares (e.g. Brazil, China, India, Costa Rica, Chile) and economies in the opposite
extreme are characteristic of sectors A and B in Figure 1.1. Output volatility, as an independent indicator;
seems to have' the lowest correlation with proxies of revealed competitiveness, as shown in sector C of the
same figure, where we find 12 countries, of which 5 are "Asian tigers" and 2 are amongst the highest oil
exporting countries in the world.

'~

· exercise (i.e. that countries that shouldn't be in the target lisUall within the-result list, or that the latter
leaves out countries that are part of the former) appear to be very small. This is evidenced by the fact that
the result list covers all 32 WTO LDC members and also covers 77 of the 81 developing countries (109 out
of 113; j.e. 96.5 percent accuracy or 3.5percent error), arid would only include 8 "developed countries" (8
out of 113; i.e, '7.1percent error).

12' .ln fact, there is an apparently low correlation between the three variables, which is illustrated in figure
1.1 by the fact that the intersection ofthe three circles cover only 12percent of the 81 countries and 50
percent of them are located outside any intersection (no apparent correlation).. ,

13 See Corrales (2007b) for, an exhaustive explanation of the analysis that led to this country
charactensation.

• I • •

14 This section draws heavily from reporting on the SVEwork programme in I(ISD's Bridges Weekly (wwvi. ictsd.
org/weekly/archive.htm), informal discussions with relevant WTO delegates and Minutes of the meetings.

· prepared by the WTO Secretariat (WT ICOMTD/SE/M/1-14).

15 •Topics covered included margins of preference; regional trade agreements; the Agreement on Subsidies
and Countervailing Measures; a proposal to allow regional bodies to be designated as the implementing
authority for the Agreements on Sanitary and Phytosanitary Measures (SPS)and Technical Barriers to Trade.
(TBT); WTO rules and procedures; technical assistance and, capacitybuilding; and the graduation of small
economies which were LDCs (WT/COMTD/SE/W/3).

16 These include the provision of tariff and quota-free treatment of goods and services originating from
small economies}. the provision of technical assistance to aid in export diversification, compliance with
tBT and SPS rules arid improvement of productivity; the reservation of a certain percentage of tariff
quotas of each WTO·Member for small economies;' the incorporation of small economies into the LDC's
Integrated Framework; and to extend the special treatment granted to LDC in the accessio~ process to
small economies. .

, i

17' ori preferences, the proposal suggested gradually' phasing' out ("grandfathering") trade preference
arrangements that cover products of export interest to preference-dependent small economies and creating
"adequate alternative arrangements" to. offset the adverse impact of WTO-led trade Hberaltsation on the
preference margin and market access of these countries. Oninvestment, it calls the creation of long-term '
preferential investment facilties, .and on subsidies it demands' that small economies be exempted from

· dtscipllnes on export subsidies and be allowed certain other categories of non-actionable subsidies.

18 A point-by-potnt analysis of each charactertstic/problern listed in W-12, made by the PSVEs in their
intervention at this meeting, is available online at WT ICOMTD/SE/M/10.

~9 The submission states that these calculations would.be based on WTO data from 1999-2004.

20 On the basis of empirical evidence, these authors maintain that being' landlocked reduces mean growth by
approximately 1.5percent a year.

I

21 Section 3 of the.paper "Smallness, vulnerability and Remoteness from a Situational Approach perspective"
(Baritto, 2007) offers a detailed discussion on these tests and their results.

22 In general terms, the model's overall goodness of.fit can be considered very high at a levelof P = 0.0001.
The countries wrongly classified as SIDSare 11 out of 121 non-SIDS: Bahrain; Bermuda; Costa Rica; Cyprus;
Djibouti; Gambia; Hong Kong, SAR; Luxenibourg; Macau; Nicaragua; and Panama. The SIDScountries wrongly
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.classified as non-SIDS are 8 out of 34: Cuba, Dominican Repu,blic; Guyana; Haiti; Jamaica; Papua New
Guinea; Singapore; and Trinidad- Tobago- -

23 The countries wrong~y classified as landlocked are Benin, Gambia-and Mozambique, while those erroneously
classified as non-landlocked are Bolivia, Paraguay, Uganda and Zimbabwe. . ".

24 The main limitation in the case of the landlocked countries derives from the fact that there is a large group
of them for which the shipping costs (based on CIF: FOB ratio) are unknown.

• ." - • • <> • ,

25 Greek symQols'a~e used hereafter to refer to the three main characteristics: a, equivalnt to S for smallness;
OJ, equivalent toV for vulnerability; and p, equivalent to R for remoteness; ,

. \. -. .

26 Note that .when intersecting the three sets a, .OJ and p the (+) symbol has been used to identify the "pure"
circumstances, namely those in which only one adverse factor is present, where there is no evidence of the
'simultaneous influence of the other factors, ."" ,

27 It is important to take into account that 'one of the main reservations in WTO 'agajnst the arguments of
the SIOS is, that the vast majority tend to have high: per capita incomes and 'rather high levels of Human
Development lndex, facts which are also clearly highlighted tnthe literature: ' "

,'I \. . • •

28 Details on the, statistical tests used to prepare the list presented here' for the situations SVE and SREare' '
given in the already cited papers Baritto (2007) and Corrales (2007 b).

29 The twelve countries integrating the difference, i.e. thesmall and vulnerable economies with populations
between 10 and 15 million inhabitants are:,Angola, Burkina faso, Cambodia, Cuba, Ecuador, Guatemala,

, Malawi ,Mali , Niger, Senegal, Zambia and Zimbabwe. . '
, '

,', 30 ' The reader: is referred tothe papers Werner Corrales "Developing Country Policy Issues in Reconciling Trade
'Liberalization ~nd Sustainable Development Goals (2007- a) and werner Corrales "Developing Countries'
Competitiveness and Vulnerability iri a Situational Approach' to Special and' Differ~ntial'T~eatment" (2007 .
b) for broader comments and, examples on the kinds of actions' that may be undertaken to implement

, the 'trade-supported strategies for developmeht'lntroduced in chapter 1 (innovation, linkages creation,
. environmental sustainabihty, and social and human capital formation).

31 See Table 1.1 for codes used in designating Policy Actions. '

32 Refers to policy instruments that would be trnplemented-at national level. In some cases implementing such' ,
instruments would require flexibilities granted by means.of Special and. Differential Treatment provisions.

33 Re~ers to instruments negotiated internattonally land administered by third parties, either governments or
international organizations.

I: , ,
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